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About this document

1
1.1

About this document
Markings and symbols
Marking

Meaning

ü

Requirement

ÎÎ

Handling instruction: You must do something here.
Follow the steps in the order given.
CAUTION!

1.2

1.3

Instruction to prevent dangers to the patient or operating error.

Note:

Information to better understand or to optimise work processes.

Bold print

Refers to a navigation or input element.

Tab > tab

Click the tabs or menu indicated in the order given.

Asterisk*

Mandatory field

Abbreviations
Abbreviation

Meaning

ATBI

Total Dose (Amount to be infused)

DL

DrugList

MDL

Master DrugList

PCA

Patient Controlled Analgesia

SGC

Space GlucoseControl

SIS

Space Infusion System

TTBI

Total Time (Time to be infused)

VTBI

Volume To Be infused

Icons
Symbol

Meaning
Alarm sound on/off
Search function
Information
Change selection criteria for a list.
E.g. Names / assigned roles, drugs / drug categories.
Delete / add an element.
Function display. The arrow moving from right to left is visual proof that the
system has access to the data resident in the S paceComs and all displayed
data are updated steadily to avoid e.g. an unnoticed freeze of the screen.

6

Intended use

1.4

Disclaimer symbols
Symbol

Meaning
CE mark in accordance with Directive 93/42/EEC
Follow Instructions for Use.

Catalogue number
Manufacturer

Note: The term Ward is used as an equivalent to the term Care Unit, and vice versa.

2
2.1

Intended use
OnlineSuite
The OnlineSuite provides a software framework for the applications O
 neView, Drug Library Manager,
Device Manager, Upload Manager and DoseTrac, which are intended to enable trained healthcare
professionals and trained technical service staff to manage the information of B. Braun infusion pumps.
Furthermore, the OnlineSuite is used to establish connections between itself and communication
devices within a secure and protected network environment and store received data from B. Braun
infusion pumps. The basic functions of the OnlineSuite are:






User and Role management
Licence Management
Master Data Management
Communication Service
Security and Maintenance Functions

Any information that is stored and provided by the OnlineSuite or one of its applications (e.g. in the form
of reports)must not be used as the exclusive source for diagnostic and/or therapeutic decisions.

2.2

OneView
The O
 neView application is intended to monitor and visualize status and alarm information of B. Braun
infusion pumps that are connected to the OnlineSuite within a healthcare facility. OneView is not intended
as a primary alarm system and does not release the operator from the current practice of observing visual
and audible alarming of infusion pumps at a bedside.

2.3

Drug Library Manager
The Drug Library Manager application is intended to create and manage drug library files, which can then
be used on B. Braun infusion pumps.

2.4

Device Manager
The Device Manager application is inteded to provide an overview of all B. Braun devices that are used for
infusion therapy and are connected to the OnlineSuite. Additionally, the Device Manager is intended to
create and maintain configuration files for B. Braun infusion pumps. Configuration files consist of modification data and disposable tables.

2.5

Upload Manager
The Upload Manager application is intended to handle the transfer of drug library files, configuration files
and software updates between the OnlineSuite and selected B. Braun infusion pumps and communication
devices.

2.6

DoseTrac
The DoseTrac application is intended to visualize the data of B. Braun infusion pumps that are connected
to the OnlineSuite. All data from connected infusion pumps are stored in a database and are processed for
specific tabulat or chart reports.
7

Requirements

3

Requirements
CAUTION! The operator must care for the network safety.
CAUTION! Use provided third party software only in the delivered version. If corresponding updates are
performed, a correct operation can no longer be guaranteed.
The user is not allowed to make any modification to installed files. Furthermore, the user must
verify that the configuration files are protected from third party alteration.
CAUTION! B. Braun guarantees the operation without any problems only if the operating system,
Client Browser, network infrastructure and hardware are conform to the specification.
If not all these components are conform to the specification, please contact B. Braun responsible staff.
CAUTION! The central upload feature may only be used with adequate device software for B. Braun infusion pumps and communication devices.
Note: Performance measurement and security handling of the OnlineSuite will be clarified during the
integration of OnlineSuite and the respective hardware in the existing network infrastructure of
the hospital.
Note: The system specification of all software and hardware components is described in the
Operation Manual. Please refer to the Operation Manual stored in the O
 nlineSuite installer package.
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Important remarks
The data, the values displayed in OnlineSuite and in particular the infusion pump alarms do not release
from observing the local alarm displays at the infusion pumps. Therapeutic and diagnostic decisions must
not be made solely on the basis of the displayed information.
The following table provides information on the compatible infusion pump and communication device
software versions.
OnlineSuite AP3.x is compatible with the following software versions:
Space Pump

SpaceCom

Compactplus pump

Data module
compactplus

OneView

G or higher

L80 or higher

Perf.: A05 or higher
Inf.: A04 or higher

A10 or higher

Drug Library Manager
Space

J or higher

Not supported

Not supported

Not supported

Drug Library Manager
compactplus

Not supported

Not supported

Perf.: A02 or higher
Inf.: A01 or higher

Not supported

Upload Manager

J or higher

L80 or higher

Perf.: A05 or higher
Inf.: A04 or higher

A10 or higher

Device Manager
OnlineView

L or higher

L80 or higher

Perf.: A05 or higher
Inf.: A04 or higher

A10 or higher

Device Manager
Configuration Manager

L, M, N

L80 or higher

Not supported

Not supported

DoseTrac Space

L or higher

L80 or higher

Not supported

Not supported

Also follow the instructions for use for the respective Space and compactplus system communication devices.
Before installation
ÎÎ Make sure that you have the connection data (IP addresses or FQDN (fully qualified domain name)) of
the respective Space and compactplus system communication devices to hand.
It is recommended that you label the respective Space and compactplus system communication devices at
each bed (IP address and bed number) in order to prevent its reassignment, which could lead to incorrect
information being shown.
8

Installation
After installation
ÎÎ Check the information displayed in OneView against the direct data on each infusion system.
ÎÎ The user must not make any changes to the installed files. The user must also confirm that the configuration files are protected against modification by third parties.

5

Installation
CAUTION! Only the original setup source (Installer provided by B. Braun) may be used for installation.
After finishing the installation, check the version and all program functions.
CAUTION! The installation of patches or updates for OnlineSuite must be carried out by a system administrator with knowledge about the specific updates / patches.
CAUTION! The installation of third-party software on the server must be validated by B. Braun and
recorded in the device history record for the server.
CAUTION! No unauthorised third-party software may be installed on the server without validation by
B. Braun.
CAUTION! During a software update of the OnlineSuite the data of connected infusion pumps are not
recorded.
CAUTION! When a pump is connected to the SIS, please observe the blue LED at the pump. The LED must
flash for a short time. In case the LED is not flashing or constantly lighted, the communication
to the SIS is not established and the pump is not included into the data communication.
The installation instructions are included in the Operation Manual stored on the OnlineSuite installer package.
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OnlineSuite log-in / log-out
CAUTION! OnlineSuite is not designed for simultaneous use of multiple users at one client.
99

6.1

Admin username and password are delivered with the software.
Further log-in credentials are assigned by the software administrator.

Log in
99
ÎÎ

Software installation complete.
Open the OnlineSuite with the following address:
https://[IP]/spaceserver
[IP]: Server IP-address or full server name (computer name and domain)
The OnlineSuite log-in page appears.

9

Requirements
6.1.1

Password policy
The operator is free to define the password.
It must contain the following:
At least one lowercase character (a-z)
At least one uppercase character (A-Z)
At least one number
At least one of the following special characters: .,_#+=!?~&%$§

6.1.2

First log-in with Administrative User
Note: The initial installation of the OnlineSuite provides a preconfigured administrative user, which
depends on the type of the installation. Please get in contact with your B. Braun represenative to
get information on the initial passwords.
ÎÎ
ÎÎ

On first log-in, enter appropriate admin username and password.
Change password.

Standard log-in
Enter the user name and password and click Login.
Note: You may need to change the preset password upon request.

ÎÎ

ÎÎ
ÎÎ

If required, enter a new password and confirm.
If the user has the permission for several hospitals, the dialog Hospital selection appears.
Select the appropriate hospital.

The welcome menu appears, or the user‘s default application
(see Section Extended Settings (optional settings) on page 20).
Note: Depending on user rights, only certain applications can be seen.
Users are defined globally for all hospitals but their rights differ from one hospital to the other.

6.2

Log out
CAUTION! Make sure to always log out if a session is no longer needed and that no further browser
window is active with a O
 nlineSuite application after log-out.
Click Logout.
The log-out dialog appears.
ÎÎ If required, enter the password and click Logout.
The OnlineSuite log-in page appears.
ÎÎ To leave OnlineSuite close the Internet browser.
The user is automatically logged out after 10 minutes of inactivity.
ÎÎ
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Menu structure

7

Menu structure
Purpose
The welcome menu allows you to proceed to the configuration and start the applications of the OnlineSuite.

General configuration of the OnlineSuite
OnlineSuite is the basic server framework for the OnlineSuite applications. This application framework provides the following basic server functions and applications.
Basic Server
function

Purpose

Master Data
Management

Configure hospitals, wards, rooms, beds and B. Braun communication devices.

User Management

Configure users and rights.

Licence
Management

View license information and assign licenses to the connected communications
devices

Application

Purpose

OneView

View the stations and beds as well as the connected pumps, pump therapy
data and manage notifications and alarms.

Drug Library
Manager
Space and
compactplus

Define drugs and maintain the Master DrugList, the Care Unit DrugLists and
the drug library files.

Device Manager

Consist of a Status Overview Table showing all connected devices and the
Configuration Manager which is used to create and edit configuration files.

Upload Manager

Upload and download Drug Library, configuration and software files, and
create status reports.

DoseTrac Space

Create statistics and reports.
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Master Data Management

8

Master Data Management
Purpose
The Master Data Management is a basic server function used by the administrator of the OnlineSuite.
It allows you to define the hospital structure with care units, rooms, beds and communications devices.
This structure can be found again in all the applications (OneView, Drug Library Manager and Upload
Manager).

8.1

Overview
In addition to the structure of care units and rooms you can assign your device to so called mobile groups.
A mobile group contains devices having a communication interface / direct network connection but are
not related to a certain location like a bed place. A mobile group for example can be all pain pumps of a
hospital connected wirelessly to the network but belonging to the pain service.

8.1.1

Master Data List
The hospital structure is listed in a tree structure:
–– A click on a grey arrow shows the elements of the list.
–– A click on a care unit, room, beds or communication devices opens the respective tab for editing.



8.1.2
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Buttons
Button

Purpose

New Hospital
New Care Unit
New Room
New Bed/Mobile
Device

Add a hospital, a care unit, a room, a bed equipped with a communication
device linked to the network.

Save

Confirm creation of the hospital, a care unit, a room, a bed or a communication device.

+

Add a hospital, a care unit, a room, a bed or a communication device.

-

Delete a hospital, a care unit, a room, a bed or a communication device.

Export

Export the Master Data List to *xls file.

Import

Import a Master Data List in *xls file format to OnlineSuite.

Master Data Management
8.1.3

Tabs
CAUTION! All physical changes, e.g. if the number of SpaceStations at bedside changes, must be updated
in Master Data Management!
Note: If an element is not “enabled”, it will not be available in any application of the S pace OnlineSuite.
Tab Hospitals
Allows you to configure the hospital.
Menu

Purpose

Hospital ID

Automatically set

Name

Name of the hospital

Short Name

Short name for display (between 1 and 10 characters)

Address

Address of the hospital

Contact

E-mail address of the hospital

Hospital enabled

Hospital activated

Login URL

Automatically displayed

Tab Care Units
Allows you to configure wards.
Menu

Purpose

Hospital

Automatically displayed

Name

Name of the ward

Short Name

Short name for display (between 1 and 10 characters)

Description

Description of the ward

Clinic

Name of the clinic

Contact

Name of a contact person

EMail

E-mail address of the contact person

PumpCount

Number of pumps available in the ward

Care Unit enabled

Ward activated

Tab Rooms
Allows you to configure rooms.
Menu

Purpose

Hospital

Automatically displayed

Care Unit

Automatically displayed

Name

Room name

Short Name

Short name for display (between 1 and 10 characters)

Nr. of Beds

Number of beds available in the room

Description

Description of the room

Room enabled

Room activated
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Master Data Management
Tab Beds / Mobile Device
Allows you to configure beds and allocate SpaceComs.
Note: If a room has been assigned two beds in the tab Rooms, you will not be be able to assign this room
more than two beds in the tab Beds / SpaceComs.
Menu

Purpose

Hospital

Automatically displayed

Care Unit

Automatically displayed

Room

Automatically displayed

Bed enabled

Bed activated

Name

Bed name

Short Name

Short name for display (5 characters)

Description

Description of the bed (type of bed, equipment)

The section communication device is attached to the section Bed.

8.2

Menu

Purpose

Name

Communication device name

IP-Adr/IP-Name

Network address, enables the connection of the communication device

MAC Address

Automatically displayed

Identification #

Identification number of communication device
(information sent from the communication device)

State

Display the status Connected / Disconnected

Type

Type of connected communication device

Comfort Cover

Enable Comfort Cover required

# of Stations

Number of SpaceStations

Connect /
Disconnect

Communication device connection / disconnection

Mobile Group

Group of connected devices on a care unit /Care Unit

Configure your hospital
99
99

Logged in with admin user name and password.
or
User has the “Administration: Master Data Management” permission.

CAUTION! Manufacturer-configured default alarm settings are:
- Enable alarm sound
- Enable monitoring of pre-alarms
- Enable Comfort Cover required (see Tab Beds / Mobile Device on page 14 )
- Enable S paceCom (see Tab Beds / Mobile Device on page 14) and
include in Monitor View (see 11.1.5 Tab Architect on page 29)
CAUTION! Potential hazard if different alarm presets are used for the same or similar equipment in any
single ward.
Note: Create a hospital only once and build its structure with wards, rooms, beds and communication
devices.
ÎÎ
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Click Master Data Management.
The window Master Data Management appears.

Master Data Management
8.2.1

Create the hospital
ÎÎ
ÎÎ

8.2.2

Create a care unit
ÎÎ
ÎÎ
ÎÎ

8.2.3

Click the hospital in the Master Data list and click All Care Units.
The Care Unit window appears.
Click New Care Unit.
Enter the ward details and click Save.
The care unit appears in the Master Data list.

Create a room
ÎÎ
ÎÎ
ÎÎ

8.2.4

Click New Hospital.
Enter the hospital details and click Save.
The hospital appears in the Master Data list.

Choose a care unit from the Master Data list and click All rooms.
The Rooms window appears.
Click New Room.
Enter the room details and the number of beds and click Save.
The room appears in the Master Data list.

Create a bed and a communication device
CAUTION! If beds or communication devices are added to or removed from a room, the views in
OneView must be updated (See 11.1.5 Tab Architect on page 29).
The user must check that all beds are displayed when opening a view.
Communication device software installed.
The individual communication devices are connected to the same local area network (LAN) as the PC,
where OneView runs.
99 Each communication device on the care unit has its own unique IP address (address within the network,
like 192.168.100.41) or an FQDN (Fully Qualified Domain Name establishing a position in the network).
99 Using a FQDN or a DNS (Domain Name Server) is required.
Note: All displays of the OnlineSuite use time data transmitted from the communication devices.
To ensure that these time data are correct, we recommend the use of a time server to synchronise
all the communication devices of the network. Do not perform synchronisation during use but
before starting OnlineSuite.
99
99

ÎÎ
ÎÎ
ÎÎ
ÎÎ
ÎÎ
ÎÎ

ÎÎ

8.2.5

Choose a room from the Master Data list and click All beds.
The Beds / communication devices window appears.
Click New Bed.
Enter the bed details and click Save.
The bed appears in the Master Data list.
Click + in the section communication device to assign a communication device to the bed you just
created.
Enter the communication device details and network address and click Save.
Click Connect.
The notification “Connection with communication device and network address established” is
displayed.
The communication device is connected and appears in the Master Data list next to the bed.
or
Click Disconnect to stop the connection.

Create a Mobile Group
ÎÎ
ÎÎ
ÎÎ

Click the hospital in the Master Data list and click All Mobile Groups.
The Mobile Groups window appears.
Click New Mobile Group.
Enter the details of the new Mobile Group and click Save.
The Mobile Group appears in the Master Data list.

15

Master Data Management
8.2.6

Delete hospital, wards, rooms, beds and communication devices
Note: By deleting a hospital / care unit / room / bed / S paceCom all assigned care units / rooms / beds /
communication device and all related data will be deleted. This action cannot be undone.
ÎÎ

8.2.7

Edit hospital, care units, rooms, beds and communication devices
ÎÎ
ÎÎ
ÎÎ
ÎÎ

8.2.8

Select one communication device / bed / room / care unit / hospital from the Master Data list and click -.
The element is deleted.
Click Master Data Management.
The window Master Data Management appears.
In the Master Data List, unfold the tree structure by clicking the grey arrows until you reach the
searched care unit/room/bed/communication device.
Click the care unit/room/bed/communication device.
The care unit/room/bed/communication device details appear in the respective tab and can be edited.
Click Save.
The care unit/room/bed/communication device details have been edited.

Communication devices overview
When the “Communication Devices Overview” button is clicked, Master Data Management provides a
table showing all communication devices. By pressing the corresponding button, several communication
devices can be connected or disconnected at the same time with OnlineSuite.
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9

User Management
CAUTION! To prevent changes to the configuration of communication devices and to their settings for
Cover Comfort or Number of Space Stations, do not grant a user the “Administration: Master
Data Management” permission.
To prevent a user from changing the configuration of a monitoring view (disable alarm sound,
disable pre-alarm monitoring, set mute duration), do not set the right “OneView: Architect” to
the user.
Purpose
The User Management is a basic server function used by the administrator of the OnlineSuite.
 Each application come with a number of related permissions. These permissions can be combined as
desired to define roles. A user can be assigned as many roles as desired.
 Every user role is assigned for specific rights to use an application for a specific hospital, to use a
specific function of an application, to control or edit specific data or to create certain reports.


9.1

Overview

9.1.1

Role

Section Role
Allows you to create roles combining different permissions to use the applications.
Menu

Purpose

Name

Role name

Description

Description of the user profile related to this role

All hospitals*

Hospitals list
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Section Permissions
Allows you to choose from the Permissions list depending on the functions of the role you are creating.
E. g. you may grant only OneView permissions to a user whose role is limited to monitoring a ward.
 For some permissions, another section may appear besides the section Permissions in which more restriction options can be chosen. E.g. if you check Report: Dose Guard Alerts in the section Permissions, the
section Report: Dose Guard Alerts appears and you can check Any Right to grant the user this permission
for all wards (coming wards will be included automatically) or limit it to some of the wards listed there
(coming wards must then be chosen manually).
 The permission to solely access the start menu of an application does not enable the user to use the
application.
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Permission

Definition

Administration: Licence Management

Administration of the Licence Management

Administration:
Master Data Management

Administration of the Master Data Management

Administration: Settings

Administration of Settings and Configurations

Administration: User Management

Administration of the User Management

DLM: Care Unit DrugList

Creation and editing of Ward DrugLists

DLM: drug library file Maker

Use of the drug library file Maker with no restriction

DLM: Import drug library files in
XML format

Import of DrugLibraries (type V2-DrugLib)

DLM: Import former drug library files

Import of old Drug Libraries from the former DrugListEditor
(type V1.x)

DLM: Import current Drug Library files

Import current drug libraries in the new format

DLM: Master DrugList

Creation and editing of the Master DrugList

DLM: Release care unit drug list

Care unit drug list release authorisation

DLM: Release master drug list

Master drug list release authorisation

DLM: Start

Access to Drug Library Manager

DM: Edit Configuration Files

Editing of configuration files of connected Devices

DM: Edit Status Overview

Editing of the Overview of all connected Devices

DM: Release configuration files

Release of selected configuration files

DM: Start

Access to Device Manager

DM: View Status Overview

Use of Status Overview

Reports: Dose Guard Alerts

Use of the report

Reports: Drug Rate Dosage

Use of the report

Reports: Drug Usage Quantity

Use of the report

Reports: Hard Limit Alert

Use of the report

Reports: Infused Volume

Use of the report

Reports: Show Active Pumps

Use of the report

SOV: Architect

Creation and editing of views for OneView

SOV: My OneView

Use of My O
 neView

SOV: Overview

Use of Overview

User Management

Permission

Definition

SOV: Start

Access to O
 neView

ULM: Manage Configuration Files

Manage Configuration Files

ULM: Manage Drug Library Files

Manage Drug Library Files

ULM: Set Wards

Creation of a download configuration

ULM: Start Configuration Upload
Manager

Access to Configuration Upload Manager

ULM: Start DL Upload Manager

Access to Drug Library Upload Manager

ULM: Start file upload manager

Access to file upload manager

Section Role List
Shows all created roles.
9.1.2

User

Section User
Allows you to create a user account.
Menu

Purpose

User information,
log-in name and
password

Required fields are marked with *.

Button Roles

Assign a role to the user in the dialog Roles.

Role

Display selected role.

Active User

If Active User is checked, the user account is activated.

Password is
expired

If Password is expired is checked, the user must change password on the next
log-in.
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Menu

Purpose

Wrong password
attempts

Number of wrong password attempts during the log-in process of this user.
After 5 wrong password attempts the log-in is locked.
The administrator or a person with appropriate rights must then reactivate the
user account by enabling Active User (see above).

Section Extended Settings (optional settings)
Allows you to apply user-specific settings.
Menu

Purpose

Language

Language of the software. English (United States) is set as default language.

Valid From ...
Valid To

Time limit to the user‘s access rights

Default
application

Optional
Assign a default application to the user that opens automatically upon log-in.

Section OneView Settings (optional settings)
Allows you to assign OneView settings.
Menu

Purpose

Direct OneView
Login

Allows user direct access (no user account or password required) to a certain
view “My OneView” by merely entering a link in the browser, which could be
saved as favorite:
https://[IP]/spaceserver/home.seam?h=[HOSPITAL]&u=[USER]&view=[VIEW]
[HOSPITAL] = hospital ID (defined in Master Data Management)
[USER] = user log-in name
[VIEW] = name of the view
For safety reasons, Direct OneView Login does not not allow access to the
portal nor to any other application.

Nurse Call Text

User-specific text to be displayed on the nurse call alarm notification in
OneView when the user is logged in and presses the NurseCall button.
E.g. Indication of the area of the ward currently monitored “Cardio R005/006”.

Section User List
Shows all created users and their respective assigned roles.
Button

Purpose
User search function
Sort function
ÎÎ Click the sort button.
The list of all users changes to the list of all roles.
ÎÎ Click the grey arrow in front of a user.
The list of the roles assigned to this user drops down.
ÎÎ Then click the grey arrow in front of a role.
The list of the users to whom this role has been assigned drops down.
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Buttons

9.2

Button

Purpose

Delete User

Delete user.

Save User

Confirm user account creation.

New User

Create new user account.

Configure roles
CAUTION! The administrator has to make sure that permissions to operate applications are assigned to
appropriate, qualified and trained personnel only.
99
99
ÎÎ

9.2.1

Logged in with “Administration: User Management” permission.
The hospital structure is created.
Click User Management > Role.
The window Role appears.

Preconfigured roles
The initial installation of the O
 nlineSuite provides 5 standard roles, which can then be changed/added/
deleted as necessary.

9.2.2

Role

Role definition

Admin OnlineSuite

All permissions for User Management, Master Data Management and Licence
Management

Admin OneView

All permissions for OneView, in particular the OneView Architect

User OneView

OneView standard role. Overview is possible for all existing views.

User Drug Library
Manager

Drug Library Manager standard role including all Drug Library Manager permissions for all existing wards

User Device
Manager

Device Manager standard role including all Device Manager permissions for
all existing devices

User Upload
Manager

Upload Manager standard role including all Upload Manager permissions for all
existing wards

Create a role

ÎÎ

Click New Role.
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ÎÎ
ÎÎ
ÎÎ
ÎÎ

9.2.3

Edit a role
ÎÎ
ÎÎ

9.2.4

Select a role in the role list and click Delete Role.

Configure users
99
99
ÎÎ

9.3.1

Select a role from the Role list.
Edit the role and click Save Role.

Delete a role
ÎÎ

9.3

Enter a role name with the hospital short name in front, e.g. BBH-DLM User.
Enter a role description.
Select a hospital from the drop-down list All hospitals*.
Select accurate permissions from the permissions list and click Save Role.
The role appears in the role list as well as all permissions assigned to it under the respective hospital by
clicking the grey arrow in front of it.

Logged in with “Administration: User Management” permission.
Roles are created.
Click User Management > User.
The window User appears.

Create a user
Click New User.
Enter the user identity and create log-in name and password.
ÎÎ Click Roles.
The dialog Roles appears.
ÎÎ Choose at least one role from the role list and click Accept.
ÎÎ Choose a default application (optional).
ÎÎ Check Active User to activate the user account
ÎÎ Check Password is expired so that the user must change password on the next log-in.
Note: See 9.2.1 Preconfigured roles on page 21.
ÎÎ
ÎÎ

ÎÎ

Click Save User.
The user appears in the user list as well as the assigned roles.

Extended settings
Note: These settings are optional.
Choose a language if available.
Enter user account validity: Valid From [choose date from calender] / Valid To [choose date from
calender].
Note: If the current date is out of the validity period, the user cannot log in.

ÎÎ
ÎÎ

ÎÎ
ÎÎ

9.3.2

Edit a user
ÎÎ
ÎÎ

9.3.3

Select a user in the user list and click Delete User.

Find a user
ÎÎ
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Select a user from the User list.
Edit the profile and click Save User.

Delete a user
ÎÎ

9.3.4

Enter nurse call text, e.g. area monitored by the user.
Check Direct O
 neView Login.

Click the magnifying glass icon above the user list and enter a user name in the User search field.

Licence Management

10
10.1

Licence Management
Overview
Allows you to view and manage license information.

10.2

Menu

Purpose

Licence List

List of applications and technologies available in the S pace OnlineSuite.

Licence
Information

Shows details to actual license.

Licence

Name of the license.

Quantity

Shows the number of beds currently licensed in the OnlineSuite.

Expiration Date

Date at which this license will expire.

Usable Licences

Shows the number of beds that can be licensed in the OnlineSuite.

Licences in use

Shows the number of beds currently licensed in the OnlineSuite.

Button Assign

Select beds to be licensed for use in O
 nlineSuite (in the application or technology
according to license).

Licensing
A bed can only be used in an application or technology (Upload Manager .WEB) if it is appropriately
licensed and created in Master Data Management.
There are enough bed-licenses available (Beds usable / Quantity, see Licence Information).
Choose an application or technology from the Licence List.
Licence Information appears, it shows details to actual license (expiration date, numbers of beds purchased per application/technology, see 10.1 Overview on page 23).
ÎÎ Click Assign Beds.
ÎÎ In the structure, search and select the bed you want to license (or deselect to remove license).
Note: To select an entire ward, check the box in front of the ward and all beds assigned to it are then
licensed (only if enough bed-licenses are available).

99

ÎÎ

ÎÎ

Save.
The bed is licensed and can be used in the chosen application or technology of S paceOnline Suite.
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10.3

Application and technology licenses
Application /
Technology Licence

Abbreviation

Articlecode

Licenced

Per

OneView

SOV

876103

Yes

SpaceCom /
Bed

Drug Library Manager

DLM

-

Free

-

Upload Manager USB

ULM .USB

876104

Yes

Hospital

Upload Manager Web

ULM .Web

876105

Yes

SpaceCom /
Bed

Upload Manager Web
Single Pump WLAN

ULM .Web
SPW

876105-SPW

Yes

Pump

DoseTrac Space

DTR

876106

Yes

SpaceCom /
Bed

DoseTrac Space
Single Pump WLAN

DTR SPW

876106-SPW

Yes

Pump

Device Manager

DM

876108

Yes

Hospital

Please contact your B. Braun sales representative to get more information on the license model as well as
the availability of test licenses for trial periods.

10.4

Buy, renew, extend license
ÎÎ
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Contact your local distributor.
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11

OneView
CAUTION!	OneView is not suitable to contribute to any other monitoring task than the pumps state.
CAUTION! Do not make data retrieved from the OnlineSuite the only basis for therapeutic decisions.
Therapy decisions based on the information shown in OneView are not allowed.
Always check the plausibility of the data before making therapeutic decisions.
For diagnose purpose, primary alarm and status evaluation, always observe the display of the
bedside infusion devices.
CAUTION! The configuration of the OneView application must be managed by a trained administrator.
The operation handling of OneView (alarm monitoring, review of status data and supervision
of remaining time of upcoming events) is done by trained nursing staff.
CAUTION! Before launching O
 neView, the alarm monitoring must be tested by triggering an alarm on a
monitored pump, e.g. by pulling the syringe holder, and verify that the alarm is displayed in
the OneView within the time limit.
CAUTION! After the startup, the user must check that the correct devices are monitored.
After installation, verify the displayed information in OneView with the data given directly at
each S pace system.
CAUTION! All users shall be informed upon changes in the hospital configuration and/or a restart of
their application.
CAUTION! The availability of the pumps may be restricted by an update.
CAUTION!	OneView is not intended as primary alarm system and does not release the clinical staff from
the current practice of observing visual and audible alarms of B. Braun infusion pumps at the
bedside.
CAUTION! Critical medications require adequate patient monitoring.
Medical staff must account for local alarm signalisation in an adequate time (e.g. by staying a
close range) and to perform periodic local control of pumps and system integrity in adequate
intervals. The user is responsible for any local primary acoustic signaling at the pump site.
CAUTION! The operator must define responsibilities for the care of patients.
CAUTION! Each newly assigned SpaceCom must be checked upon its identity by the user (e.g. state
check in OneView). The assignment must be updated each time the SpaceCom is moved.
CAUTION! The loudspeaker is influenced by the client system. These settings may not be altered while
the OneView is in use. Adjust the loudspeaker according to the environment conditions before
using O
 neView and check its functionality periodically.
CAUTION! Monitoring may expire if OnlineSuite is not used with a permanent license.
CAUTION!	OneView is designed for maximised display in stand-alone operation.
Never use OneView in combination with another application.
CAUTION! The browser windows representing the user interface of the client has an area which shows a
changing image. The image is generated by the server and must be observed by the operator.
Check that the dynamical area is always visible and in motion for monitoring functions.
CAUTION! Physically damaged pumps are not monitored.
CAUTION! The monitor used must have an adequate size and be capable of displaying colours.
Always use the OneView in maximised size.
CAUTION! On starting up the O
 neView (popup) the user must make sure that the loudspeaker is adjusted
according to the environment conditions.
CAUTION! The SOS button is a comfort feature and not intended for safety relevant tasks.
CAUTION! The display of an alarm may take up to 20 seconds from the local alarm detection.
Please note: The mean value of an unstressed system is approximately 4 seconds.
CAUTION! Once the O
 neView monitoring is started, the user must check the visibility of all observed
bedplaces.
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CAUTION! The user must make sure that all bed icons are visible on the monitor e.g. by maximising the
window.
CAUTION! The user is responsible for the correct selection of bedplaces in QuickView and MyView
(comfort features).
CAUTION! The report reflects the current system configuration. Pumps disconnected from the monitored
bedplace are not reported.
CAUTION! The user must check the connection when a pump is introduced to SIS (e.g. by checking the
temporary flashing blue LED).
CAUTION! The monitoring of the pumps by SIS is stopped when pumps are removed from SIS.
CAUTION! The O
 neView is not designed to be viewed from a distance greater than 4 meters.
CAUTION! The monitoring of the pumps is stopped when pumps are disconnected.
CAUTION! If a pump breaks out of its station by external forces, the operator must ensure the system
integrity.
CAUTION! OneView is not intended as a primary alarm system and does not release the operator from
the current practice of observing visual and audible alarms of B. Braun infusion pumps at a
bed side.
Purpose
OneView is a server application to give alarm information, operating states, infusion status information
to clinical staff and to provide a general overview of all beds located on a ward. The pump information is
visualised on a client monitor. This client monitor can be a central monitor system, a bedside monitor or
any client system which meets the specification described in the instruction for use.

11.1

Overview

11.1.1

Tab Welcome

Allows you to select the ward you wish to monitor.
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Menu

Purpose

Select view
(drop-down menu)

Select a ward view.

Button Start

Start OneView.

OneVie
11.1.2

Tab Overview

Allows you to monitor a ward at a glance.

11.1.3

Section

Purpose

View

Display the ward map.

Alarms /
Remaining Times

See 11.1.9 Section Alarms / Remaining Times on page 32.

Tab QuickView
Note: Only the alarms set off in the selected beds / rooms can be seen here.

Allows you to choose only the rooms or bedsides you wish to monitor to get your personalised view of the
ward.
Section

Purpose

QuickView

Display the personalised view of the ward.

Alarms /
Remaining Times

See 11.1.9 Section Alarms / Remaining Times on page 32..
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11.1.4

Button

Purpose

Edit

Display the whole ward map and edit the QuickView selection.

Settings

See 11.1.7 Dialog Settings on page 31.

Tab My OneView
CAUTION! In case QuickView is used the alarms and remaining times of the beds displayed in the view
are available only. Restricted Mode!
Allows you to create, store and reload your personalised “views” of a ward.
Note: Only the alarms set off in the selected beds / rooms can be seen here.
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Section Login: My OneView log-in.
Section My Views: List of the stored views.
Button

Purpose

New

Create a new view.

Open

Display a view selected from My Views.

Modify

Display and modify the view.

Delete

Delete a view.

Logout

Open the dialog Logout.

Section My OneView
Button

Purpose

Show Selection

Display the selected rooms.

Edit

Display the whole ward map and edit the selection.

Settings

Open the dialog Settings, see 11.1.7 Dialog Settings on page 31.

My Views

Display the list of all created views.

Section Alarms / Remaining times, see 11.1.9 Section Alarms / Remaining Times on page 32.

OneVie
11.1.5

Tab Architect
Allows you to design a ward floor plan and visualise the topography of the bedsides on the ward.

Section View
The name of the ward view is displayed in the header.
The floor plan configuration can be arranged with the mouse.
 Section Architect
Allows you to choose the different elements to design a ward floor plan.


Menu

Purpose

Bed size

Choose the size of the bed icon: small / middle / large.

Main Care Area

Select the main ward.

Second Care Area

Select a second ward (optional).

Rooms

List of the rooms available with room name, number of beds and ward name.

Other

Add functional rooms (e.g. nurse room, bath) and other rooms without bed
(e.g. hall, corridor).

Button Save

Save new ward view or confirm changes to a ward view.

Button Delete

Delete ward view.

Button Settings

Open the dialog Settings.

Button Preview

Preview the ward map in the schematic mode.
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11.1.6

Dialog Patient and Pump Details
CAUTION! The patient data is a comfort feature. Therapeutic and diagnostic decisions should not be
made based on the displayed data only.
Note: The dialog Patient and Pump Details shows only the pumps for the selected bed.

This dialog is available in Overview, QuickView and My OneView on double-clicking a bed icon.
It shows all the drugs currently being infused into a patient, the dosages, the infused volume or the
remaining infusion time for each drug.
Section

Purpose

Patient details

The patient ID is sent to OnlineSuite from the S paceCom.

Pump details

Pump number (Pumps listed in order as plugged in at bedside.)
Drug
Infusion rate
Dose rate
Infusion time
Remaining time
Remaining volume
Infused volume

When an alarm or a pre-alarm occurs, the pump details line is highlighted in the preset alarm colour and
the reason for the alarm is displayed in the Drug column.
Device Exclusion Mode
The Device Exclusion Mode is activated by clicking the button
and mutes the acoustic alarm for the
selected bed. In case an alarm goes off, no alarm sound is emitted at the corresponding client computer.
However, the visual alarm still appears unchanged on the screen.
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When the Device Exclusion Mode is activated, the button
appears on the bed icon.

changes to

and this icon also



This mode is client-specific, i.e. for each client computer that monitors the bed concerned and that
shall not emit any acoustic alarm, the bed must be set in the Device Exclusion Mode separately.



The Restricted Monitoring Mode appears in OneView as soon as the Device Exclusion Mode is enabled
for at least one bed.



The dialog Patient and Pump Details closes each time the button

is pressed.

OneVie
11.1.7

Dialog Settings
CAUTION! Manufacturer-configured default alarm settings are:
- Enable alarm sound
- Enable monitoring of pre-alarms
- Enable Comfort Cover required (see Tab Beds / Mobile Device on page 14)
- Enable S paceCom (see Tab Beds / Mobile Device on page 14) and
include in Monitor View (see 11.1.5 Tab Architect on page 29)
CAUTION! Potential hazard if different alarm presets are used for the same or similar equipment in any
single area. Alarm settings are not volatile. Use the same settings at all work places.
This dialog is available in QuickView, My OneView and Architect.
Note: The setting “Ward view: architecture / schematic” is specific to the Architect application.

Allows you to define alarm settings.
Menu

Purpose

Sound

Enable alarm sound.

Alarm History

Enable / disable Auto Pop-Up of the tab Remaining times (See 11.1.9 Section
Alarms / Remaining Times on page 32).
 If Auto Pop-Up is enabled: In principle, the tab Remaining times is always
in the foreground.
- If an alarm goes off, the tab Alarms comes to the foreground and the tab
Remaining times appears again after the given time period (sec.) (enter
time period in the Auto Pop-Up input field; default: 120 sec.).
- If the tab Alarms is manually put to the foreground, the tab Remaining
times appears again after the given time period (sec.); default: 120 sec.
 If Auto Pop-Up is not enabled: You can only manually switch between the
tabs Alarms and Remaining times.

Alarm Muting

If Active is checked, the alarm will mute after the given time period (sec.).
(Default settings: enabled, 120 sec.)

Extended Alarm

Enable monitoring of pre-alarms.

Alarm sound filter

Switch alarm sound on for drugs with alarm priorities all, medium and high, or high.

Nurse call

If Active is checked, the nurse call function is activated (only in QuickView).

Remaining Time
(min.)

Set time limits and time limits signal colour. The remaining time display will
change colour as soon as the time limit is exceeded.

Remaining Time
Filter

Set alarm priority to All, Middle and High or High.
E.g. if the priority is set to high the tab Remaining times will only display drugs
with a high priority (drug priority set in the Master DrugList).

Ward view

Only available in Architect. Set the View display type: architecture (room
plan) / schematic (no room order, elements in a row).
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Station Change Dialog
Checkbox Show Station Changes
The user will be notified by a shortcut within O
 neView if the amount of SpaceStation has been changed at
the bed side. The shortcut has to be confirmed.
Checkbox Password required
The user will be notified by a shortcut within O
 neView if the amount of SpaceStation has been changed at
the bed side. The shortcut has to be confirmed by entering a password.

11.1.9

Section Alarms / Remaining Times
This section is available in Overview, QuickView and My OneView.
Tab Alarms
Every alarm that the pumps set off within the system is displayed in the Alarms tab on the right-hand side
of each OneView tab.

The following information are displayed for each bedside where the alarm has been generated.
Display

Purpose

Bed

Indicates the short name of the bedside

Drug

Indicates the drug and drug concentration

Device Status

Indicates the reason for the alarm

Time

Indicates the time at which the alarm occurred

Tab Remaining times
Shows you all predictable events, e.g. that an infusion volume will be completed. This information allows
you to prepare the drugs in time and perform the necessary tasks even before the alarm goes off.

The following information are displayed for each pump.
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Display

Purpose

Bed

Indicates the short name of the bedside

Remaining Time

Indicates the time remaining until the syringe is empty

Drug and
Pumptype

Indicates the drug concentration and pump type

OneVie

11.2

11.2.1

Alarm system overview

Alarm sound





11.2.2

When the audio alarm function is activated, the appropriate acoustic alarm will be audible simultaneously with the display alarm. Whenever both alarms, reminder alarms and pre-alarms are displayed, the
acoustic warning signals of the alarm have higher priority.
The different alarm types can be recognised to the different sounds, which correspond to the alarm
sounds of the pump. Refer to pumps Instructions for Use.
The bell button within O
 neView enables to mute the playing of alarm sounds for a maximum duration
of 120 seconds. In the event of an incoming alarm, the sound will be resumed automatically.
See 11.1.7 Dialog Settings on page 31, Section Basic Alarm Configuration.

Alarm display
CAUTION! Inherent delays depend on alarm type, refer to the documentation of the pump.
Note: The “device alarm”, contrary to the pump information, does not communicate any identification
error number but the serial number of the pump.






11.2.3

Alarms of the pumps are signaled whenever the alarm condition is recognised by the pump.
For inherent delays refer to the documentation of the pump.
Technical alarms may need up to 4 sec. to be recognised, this delay is comprised in the maximal total
delay of the remote alarm system.
When an alarm goes off, a red (alarm) or yellow (reminder alarm / pre-alarm) warning signal will appear
and the bed where the alarm occurred will be marked in the colour of the alarm. Maximum 3 alarms
are displayed to the right-hand side of the window. If more alarms go off at the same time, they can
only be identified to the colour of the bed.
Every warning signal displays the bedside, drug and drug concentration, type of alarm and pump type
(B. Braun S pace Perfusor® and B. Braun Space Infusomat®) indicated by an icon (syringe or bottle).

Alarm priority
Note: The O
 neView uses the alarm priority of the pump. Check list of non-pump alarm priorities.
Note: The type “alarm hint” does not pop up.
Priority

Type of alarm

High

Operating alarm
Technical alarm
Cover/Station technical alarm
Technical communication alarm

Middle

Pump pre-alarm
Reminder alarm
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Alarm conditions
The following tables indicate the conditions for alarm triggering.
Symbol

Description
Grey bed symbol:
No infusion pump in operation

Yellow bed symbol with clock:
No infusion pump in operation and at least one infusion pump in standby mode

Green bed symbol:
At least one infusion pump with infusion

Orange bed symbol:
Pre-alarm / reminder alarm

Red bed symbol:
Alarm / device alarm

Red cross:
No network communication to the communication device,
Incorrect number of communication devices found,
Technical alarm
Grey cross:
Still no communication device connected with OnlineSuite,
see master data management
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Display message

Bed-icon
display

Alarm reason

Alarm
type

No current data available,
please contact your administrator!

 neView
O
ends with
Popup

Server response time is too long.

Technical

Current view is obsolete.
Changes at Master Data
Management.
Please restart O
 neView!

 neView
O
ends with
Popup

The view has been modified in Master Data Management or in
Architect.

Technical

An error has occurred,
please contact your administrator!

 neView
O
ends with
Popup

Application has been terminated by Server.

Technical

Server is not available!

 neView
O
ends with
Popup

Client cannot connect to Server.

Technical

An error has occurred,
please contact your
administrator!

 neView
O
ends with
Popup

Internal exception at client

Technical

no special text display

Red Cross

Connection to SpaceCom interrupted

Technical

no special text display

Red Cross

The number of S paceStations does not match the number of
SpaceStations in Master Data Management.

Technical

Check S paceCover Comfort

Red Cross

No S paceCover available

Technical

Device Alarm Slot [ID]

Red

Pump has device alarm, does not answer or communication is
disturbed.

Technical

Invalid pump version

Red

Software revision of the infusion pump is not accepted.

Technical

Pump turned off

Red

In case of power cut, the pumps are supplied by batteries. However,
if the switch-off button on the pump is pressed, the pumps turn off
without switching to stand-by mode.

Technical

Battery empty

Red

The battery pack is discharged. Connect device with mains and/
or exchange battery pack. The battery alarm will be on for 3 min.
Then the pump will automatically turn off.

Operating

Please connect to A/C
power

Red

The battery pack voltage is too low. Connect device with mains
and/or exchange battery pack. The battery alarm will be on for
3 min. Then the pump will automatically turn off.

Operating

Battery cover removed

Red

The battery cover is not properly engaged on the battery compartment. When pushing on the battery cover listen for “click”.

Operating

Air in line: Air bubble alarm

Red

Air inside the system.
Check the line for small air bubbles and disconnect from patient to
repeat priming, if necessary.

Operating

Air in line: Accumulated air

Red

Air inside the system.
Check the line for small air bubbles and disconnect from patient to
repeat priming, if necessary.

Operating

Calibrate device

Red

Pump calibration data have changed (e.g. after an update).
Recalibrate device via the service program.

Operating
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Display message

Bed-icon
display

Alarm reason

Alarm
type

Data Lock

Red

An attempt was made to stop or switch the pump off without
entering the code.
Enter the correct code in order to continue the therapy or in order
to turn the pump off.

Operating

Drop alarm: Drop sensor
connection

Red

Contact to the drop sensor is interrupted while the pump is delivering.
Check whether the drop sensor is correctly placed on the drop
chamber. If necessary, replace the drop sensor or preselect VTBI/
time and proceed with therapy.

Operating

Drop alarm: Flow

Red

Drop chamber is completely filled or leak in the system.
Examine the line for damage and check the drop chamber.

Operating

Plunger plate not locked

Red

The syringe is not correctly attached to the device during a running
infusion.
Check/change syringe to restart therapy.

Operating

KVO finished

Red

KVO is reached. Continue with old or set new therapy.

Operating

Drop alarm: Too few drops

Red

The number of fallen drops is lower than the preset rate.
A negative pressure in a glass infusion container can be eliminated
by opening the vent flap on the drop chamber. Check whether the
infusion bottle is empty, the roller clamp is completely opened and
whether there are any kinks in the line.

Operating

Drop alarm: Too many drops

Red

The number of fallen drops is higher than the preset rate.
Check the line for damage and make sure that the line is correctly
inserted.

Operating

No battery inserted

Red

It is not possible to use the pump without a battery pack.
Turn off pump and insert battery pack according to description in
instruction for use.

Operating

Drop alarm: No drops

Red

The drop sensor does not detect any drops.
The infusion container is empty, the roller clamp is closed, the drop
sensor is not put on, check the line for obstructions, condensation
on drop chamber (remove by shaking it).

Operating

Pressure high

Red

An occlusion occurred in the system. The set pressure level was
exceeded. A bolus reduction is automatically initiated by the pump.
Check if syringe is empty, kinks are in tubing and tubing is not
damaged, IV patency and filter patency. Increase occlusion pressure
if necessary. Due to varying syringe tolerances of syringes from
other manufacturers, a pressure alarm may occur because of high
syringe friction forces.

Operating

Check upstream

Red

The upstream sensor triggers an alarm.
Check if roller clamp is closed or infusion line is kinked. If a drop
sensor is connected the upstream alarm is deactivated.

Operating

Syringe Drive blocked

Red

An external interference kept the drive unit from advancing. Basically prevent all external interferences.
Consider “Patient Safety”.

Operating

Standby time expired

Red

The set standby time has ended.
Set new time or continue with previously set therapy.

Operating

Syringe not correctly
inserted

Red

The wings of the syringe are not properly inserted. Insert syringe
according to description in instruction for use.

Operating

OneVie

Display message

Bed-icon
display

Alarm reason

Alarm
type

Syringe Claw malfunction

Red

The emergency release button was pressed and the claws manually
opened.
Take out syringe and contact technical service department.

Operating

Syringe empty

Red

There is no fluid left in the syringe. Due to varying syringe tolerances of syringes from other manufacturers, some fluid may be
left inside the syringe. Restarting the infusion leads to a complete
depletion of the syringe and shut-off via the pressure sensor. Perform syringe change as described in instruction for use.

Operating

Syringe holder

Red

The syringe holder was opened during a running infusion. Close
syringe holder.

Operating

SGC end

Red

SGC therapy is stopped, connection to Space Control is lost.

Operating

Time expired

Red

The preselected time of infusion is exceeded.
Continue therapy or select new therapy.

Operating

Data were reset

Red

Therapy and pump settings could not be restored. Enter therapy
and pump settings anew.

Operating

Default Values applied

Red

Therapy settings could not be restored.
It is not possible to continue the last therapy of pump.

Operating

VTBI infused

Red

The preselected volume was infused.
Continue therapy or select new therapy.

Operating

PCA limit reached

Red

The drugs dosing limit has been reached in the passed observation
interval. Please contact physician to define the correct therapy.
In PCA function without basal rate alarm can be confirmed and
therapy can be resarted. Please check the correct pain treatment.

Operating

Infusion taken over by other
pump

Red

Infusion has been handed over to second Perfusor® Space pump
(Take Over Mode only).

Operating

Takeover of infusion has
failed

Red

Text for alarm in master pump if syringe is empty and the handover
of infusion to slave pump has failed.

Operating

Connection lost - TOM
aborted

Red

Data connection between TOM pumps in the SpaceStation has
been lost and TOM has been aborted (Take Over Mode only).

Operating

Pressure rise detect.

Yellow

OccluGuard has detected an occlusion.

PreAlarm

Pressure leap detect.

Yellow

A sudden pressure leap has been detected. Check IV access.

PreAlarm

Pressure drop detect.

Yellow

A sudden pressure drop has been detected. Check IV access.

PreAlarm

TOM pending

Yellow

Very little fluid is left in syringe, infusion will be handed over to
second pump when syringe is empty (Take Over Mode only).

PreAlarm

TOM aborted

Yellow

Take Over Mode has been aborted (Take Over Mode only).

PreAlarm

Battery nearly empty

Yellow

The battery is almost discharged.

PreAlarm

Wrong code

Yellow

More than four rejected attempts to enter datalock code. Check
correct pump function and make sure that pump is not manipulated by unauthorised person.
Enter the correct code to clear alarm.

PreAlarm
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Display message

Bed-icon
display

Alarm reason

Alarm
type

Syringe nearly empty

Yellow

Very little fluid is left in syringe.

PreAlarm

!Communication Error!

Yellow

The pump is located in a system in which at least one device is
incompatible or defective. The use of this device in a system is not
permitted. The system must be checked by a service technician.

PreAlarm

KVO-mode

Yellow

Volume/time are reached and the pump continues the infusion at
the KVO-rate.

PreAlarm

Secondary infused

Yellow

The preselected volume of piggyback infusion is nearly infused.

PreAlarm

Blood glucose measure

Yellow

Next blood glucose measure is required for running SGC Therapy.
Please mesure patients blood glucose level and enter measured
value at S pace Control.

PreAlarm

Time near end

Yellow

The preselected time is almost over.

PreAlarm

VTBI near end

Yellow

The preselected volume is nearly infused.

PreAlarm

Config. not finished

Yellow

Pump was started and waits for user input, reminder alarms
occurred at pump.
Please continue startup of pump.

Reminder

Reminder alarm!

Yellow

Pump does not administrate for 2 minutes, reminder alarm
occurred at pump.
Please continue setup at pump.

Reminder

Value not accepted

Yellow

A value edition at pump was started but not finished and confirmed.
Please finish parameter definition at pump.

Reminder

SGC reminder alarm!

Yellow

Reminder alarm occurred at Space Control (SGC Therapy settings
are not complete?). Please continue at S pace Control.

Reminder

11.2.5

Restricted Mode
Conditions
The warning signal “Restricted Monitor Mode” appears in OneView to signalise to the user that the monitored view is not effective or not correctly configured.
 Conditions to the display of the “Restricted Monitor View”:
–– The alarm sound has been deactivated for the current view.
–– The Device Exclusion Mode is enabled for at least one monitored bed.
–– The user could not confirm the alarm sound on opening the view.
–– The pre-alarms have been deactivated for the current view.
–– In at least one of the monitored SpaceComs in the current view, the monitoring of the Space Cover
Comfort is not activated.
–– The current view differs from the settings in Master Data Management. Either the ward has
more released SpaceComs than monitored in the view or the SpaceComs monitored are no longer
released in Master Data Management.
Display
The text “Restricted Monitoring Mode” appears in red font framed by two warning symbols in the status
line on all monitoring views.
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11.2.6

Button Nurse Call
CAUTION! The nurse call button is a comfort feature and not intended to use as a primary patient
alarm system.
Allows you to set off a nurse call alarm that can be seen at all clients monitoring the same view.
The Nurse Call button must be activated in the Quickview settings (See 11.1.7 Dialog Settings on page 31)
and appears in the bottom bar of the Quickview screen.

The nurse call text entered in User Management - User is displayed on the nurse call alarm warning.

11.3

Open OneView
CAUTION! The PC’s loudspeaker is sounded once on starting-up a client session. The operator must
observe the acoustic alarm according to the manual and make sure it is set loud enough.
Adjust the loudspeaker according to the environment conditions before using OneView and
check its functionality periodically.
99
99
ÎÎ
ÎÎ

11.4

Logged in with OneView permissions.
The rooms, beds and S paceComs per ward have been specified under Master Data Management.
Click OneView.
The tab Welcome appears.
Choose to activate or deactivate the sound by clicking on the bell icon in the bottom bar of the screen.

Select a ward view
CAUTION! In case e.g. an additional bed is put into one room, the views must be updated. The user must
check that all beds are displayed when opening a view.
ÎÎ

Select a view in the menu Select View and click Start.
The selected ward view appears automatically in the tab Overview.

If no view has been created yet.
ÎÎ Open the tab Architect.
ÎÎ Proceed to 11.5 Design a ward view on page 40.
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11.5

Design a ward view
99
ÎÎ

11.5.1

Logged in with “SOV: Architect” permission.
Click Architect.
The tab Architect appears.

Create a ward view
Note: A floor plan can contain rooms/beds of at most two different wards. One of these wards is the
“main ward”. All rooms/beds of the main ward must be placed on the floor plan. From the second
ward only a subset of rooms/beds can be placed.
Select New SovView from the menu Architect and click Start.
In the section Architect, select a Main ward and click Confirm.
ÎÎ If needed, select a Second ward and click Confirm.
ÎÎ Select the size of the bed icons from the menu Bed size.
ÎÎ Drag and drop all rooms from the rooms list to the floor plan.
Note: The patient room names have been defined in Master Data Management and they can also only be
changed there.
ÎÎ
ÎÎ

ÎÎ
ÎÎ
ÎÎ
ÎÎ
ÎÎ

11.5.2

Edit a ward view
ÎÎ
ÎÎ

11.5.3

ÎÎ

ÎÎ

A ward is selected.

Get an overview
ÎÎ

11.6.2

Select a ward view from the menu Architect and click Start.
Click Delete.

Monitor a ward
99

11.6.1

Click Settings.
The Settings dialog appears.
Edit the settings and click Confirm.

Delete a ward view
ÎÎ

11.6

Click the frame of a room icon placed on the floor plan and draw it to the desired size.

Edit Settings
ÎÎ

11.5.5

Select a ward view from the menu Architect and click Start.
Edit the view and click Save.

Edit room size
ÎÎ

11.5.4

Drag and drop functional rooms or other rooms to the floor plan.
Use the mouse to arrange interactively the icons within the window to accurately reflect the topography of the ward.
Enter a view name in the field Name of View.
Click Save.
Click Preview to have a look at your designed ward view.

Click Overview.
The ward map of the selected ward is displayed in the tab Overview.

Get a quick view
Click QuickView.
The map of the selected ward is displayed in the tab QuickView.
CAUTION! During editing the view monitoring of the beds is inactive!

ÎÎ

ÎÎ
ÎÎ
ÎÎ
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Click Edit.
The ward map appears.
Select beds or rooms by clicking on them.
Click Show Selection.
Only selected objects are displayed on the map.

OneVie
11.6.3

View patient and pump details
Double-click a bed.
The Patient and Pump Details window appears.
Note: The patient data are sent from the pump. Only the patient name and firstname can be edited here.

ÎÎ

11.7

Store your views in My OneView
99
ÎÎ

11.7.1

A ward is selected.
Click My OneView.

Log in / log out to My OneView
User has the “SOV: My OneView” permission.
Enter your user name and password.
Note: You can log in to My OneView with other user name and password than those used for the main
log-in.

99

ÎÎ

11.7.2

Create / delete a view
Create a view
Click New.
The ward map appears.
ÎÎ Name the new view in the My O
 neView field located in the header.
The view is saved and can be seen under My Views.
ÎÎ Select beds or rooms on the map by clicking on them.
ÎÎ Click Show Selection.
Only selected objects are displayed on the map.
CAUTION! During editing the view monitoring of the beds is inactive!
ÎÎ

ÎÎ
ÎÎ
ÎÎ

11.7.3

Click Edit to modify the selection.
Click Settings to modify the settings.
Click My Views to return to the My Views list.

Get a View
99
ÎÎ
ÎÎ

At least one view is stored in My OneView.
Choose a view from My Views.
Click Open.

Edit an existing view
ÎÎ Select a view in My Views and click Modify.
The ward map appears.
ÎÎ Select items on the map by clicking on them.
ÎÎ Click Show Selection.
Only selected objects are displayed on the map.
ÎÎ Click Edit to further modify the selection.
ÎÎ Click Settings to modify the settings.
ÎÎ Click My Views to return to My Views.
11.7.4

Find a view

ÎÎ

Click the magnifying glass icon above the user list and enter a user name in the Search field.

Delete a view
Select a view in My Views and click Delete.

ÎÎ

11.8

Monitor alarms
99
ÎÎ

A ward is selected.
Choose a view (Overview, QuickView or My OneView).
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CAUTION! If certain settings are active, the alarm monitoring is limited and OneView is restricted to only
a subset of alarms that can occur. If this is the case the system will inform the user by a permanent “restricted mode” icon and the text “Restricted Mode”.
		

Restricted mode is caused by one of the following settings:
Setting

Restriction

Disable alarm
sound

No alarm sound will be played

Disable monitoring
of pre-alarms

No pre-alarm sound will be played

Disable Comfort
Cover

Disappearances of pumps from the system (e.g. caused by device alarms or
disconnecting the pumps) will not be monitored. In certain error cases pump
alarms from this pump will not be transferred nor monitored.

Enable Device
Exclusion Mode

No alarm sound will be played for the bed which has been excluded on the
particular client computer.

Disable/enable
SpaceCom resp.
edit View
in Architect

Not all beds may be displayed

No alarm sound
could be heard
upon startup

The loudspeakers may be broken

See 11.2.5 Restricted Mode on page 38.
Since no device alarm will be recognised if a pump already has an alarm, make sure that all pumps are in a
valid state and the blue LED is flashing upon plugging.
within OneView enables to mute the playing of alarm sounds for a maximum duration
The bell button
of 120 seconds. In the event of an incoming alarm, the sound will be resumed automatically.
See 11.1.7 Dialog Settings on page 31, Section Basic Alarm Configuration.
11.8.1

Check the system function
CAUTION! If the arrow stops moving, there is a malfunction in data communications.
Please restart B. Braun Space OnlineSuite.
ÎÎ

Check the function display regularly to make sure that the system is functioning properly.

A small blinking function display is positioned at the top of the user interface.

The arrow moving from right to left is visual proof that the system has access to the data resident in the
SpaceComs and all displayed data are updated steadily to avoid e.g. an unnoticed freeze of the screen.
Note: Refer to the operation manual for information on settings.
11.8.2

Confirm an alarm
Note: Alarms can only be confirmed at the pump.
Only the Nurse Call alarm can be confirmed in by clicking on the red warning signal.
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11.8.3

Monitor remaining times
ÎÎ
ÎÎ
ÎÎ

11.9

Open the tab Remaining times.
Check the time remaining until a pump is empty.
Perform the necessary tasks before the next alarm goes off.

Set off a nurse call alarm
Click O
 neView > Quickview.
Click the button Nurse Call at the bottom of the screen.
If a nurse call text has been entered in User Management - User, it is displayed on the alarm warning signal (under the tab Alarms, see 11.1.9 Section Alarms / Remaining Times on page 32).

ÎÎ
ÎÎ

11.10

Bedside configuration changes during Monitoring Mode
 neView is monitoring in addition to the single pumps the amount of SpaceStations at the bedside as well.
O
In case the amount of stations changes e.g. due to reassemble of the system a notification window will pop up.

The notification message for modification changes can be configured at settings menue of the respective
Care Unit. please refer to chapter 11.1.7

After confirmation of the new setup the bed is included in the monitoring again. In case you do not confirm the new setup the bed will be marked with a red cross and alarms from the pumps connected to this
system will not be shown in O
 neView.
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12

Drug Library Manager
99
99

Logged in with Drug Library Manager permissions.
Hospital has been configured under Master Data Management.

Purpose
The Drug Library Manager allows you to create Care Unit DrugLists based on the Master DrugList and
to create drug library files consisting of Care Unit DrugLists.
 The Drug Library Manager allows the hospital to develop a best-practice data set of IV medication dosing guidelines for patient-specific profiles. These dosing guidelines contain specific DrugLibraries and
pump configurations (modification data) appropriate for a certain care unit and patient profile.
 Each DrugLibrary contains drug names and standard concentrations for drug infusions to be used for
IV therapy. Each drug set-up within a profile’s DrugLibrary contains soft and hard limits for the dosage,
concentration and bolus limits, which include either hard limits that cannot be overridden during infusion programming or soft limits that can be overridden based on therapy requirements.
 The DrugLibraries with the specific drug settings are created by pharmacists, physicians or ward physicians with corresponding permissions. The DrugLibrary must be released by authorised personnel. The
upload of the DrugLibrary to the Space pumps is executed by the Upload Manager application (see 14
Upload Manager).


12.1

Data Flow in the Drug Library Manager

Master DrugList
The Master DrugList comprises all drugs for the whole hospital with every concentration.
A drug is only found once in this list and is defined by its long name. The drug can have several
concentrations. Each concentration is defined by its short name.
Care Unit DrugList
Each care unit can set up a special list with drugs that are used in this care unit. Only drugs present in the
Master DrugList or from a released Care Unit DrugList can be added there. It is only on the care unit level
that standard parameters can be defined for the drugs (e.g. rate, bolus, soft and hard limits), therapies
activated, patient profiles defined and concentrations chosen. These settings can be different from care
unit to care unit for a same drug.
Note: You can create a Care Unit DrugList for defined care units within the Master Data Management only.
Consolidation and Upload (DrugLibrary File Maker)
Once a ccare unit has carried out its specific settings in its specific Care Unit DrugList, a unique
drug library file can be created with the Drug Library File Maker. This file can be uploaded to all pumps.
Result “One Pump fits All”
A care unit must then be chosen for the Drug Library and the pump receives all the drugs with all specific
settings of the chosen care unit.
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12.2

Overview Drug Library Manager S pace and compactplus

12.2.1

Tab Welcome
Allows you access to the Drug Library Manager applications.

Enter the Drug Library Manager upon the following menus.
Menu

Purpose

Master DrugList

Define drugs and set up the Master DrugList.

Care Unit DrugList

Define drugs and set up Care Unit DrugLists.

Drug library File
Maker

Create a drug library upload file consisting of one or more Care Unit DrugLists.

Button Import
drug library file

Open the dialog drug library file Import, which allows you to import drug library
files or former DrugLibrary versions.

See 9.1.1 Drug Library Manager permissions.
See 12.3.1 Import a drug library file on page 76.
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12.2.2

Master DL Configuration Space and compactplus

Allows you to create a Master DrugList for Space infusion pumps.
Menu

Purpose

Master DrugList Name

Enter the name of the Master DrugList.

Status

Status display Draft / Released

Categories

Drug categories

Colour

Drug category colour
Can be used to mark a drug in reference to standard colour codes for drugs.
Compactplus pumps use this colour as background colour in run screen.

Patient Profiles

Create patient profiles.

Button Save DrugList

Confirm DrugList creation.

The TCI Support functions is only available for S
 pace infusion pumps with rest of world software
versions N and higher: By enabling the respective checkboxes the listed drugs Propofol, Remifentanil
and Sufentanil will be added automatically to the Master Drug List for TCI Therapy usage. Please add a
category name ‘TCI’ in section drug categories.
12.2.3

Master DL Drug Data Space
Allows you to define drugs.
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Section Master DrugList
List of all drugs.
Menu

Purpose

Dialog
Med-Search

Allows you to search for a drug.

Master DrugList

List of all drugs

Button Report

Open the dialog Report, which allows you to choose the Master DrugList report
print settings to export as xml, summarized pdf or full pdf report.

Button
Release MDL

Open the dialog Status information
See Dialog Status information on page 75.

Section Drug
Allows you to enter drug information.
Menu

Purpose

Colour

Drug category colour

Long Name

Full drug name. We recommand not to include any concentration in the description.

Alarmpriority

There are three different alarm priorities – low, medium and high – which can
be assigned to a drug. The default value is high. By changing the alarm priority
the pump will alarm with different acoustic sounds and repetition intervals.

Other names /
Button Edit

Open the dialog Edit Other Names, which allows you to enter alternative drug
names (maximum 5).
Note: If a drug is given an additional name and is uploaded to a pump upon a
DrugList, then this drug appears several times (redundant) for each additional
name on the pump display when choosing a drug. All names refer to the same
data, which have been entered in the Ward DrugList.

Drug ID

Number or text used for the identification of a drug. The Drug ID can be necessary for PDMS connectivity and the bar coding feature.

Drug Info

Enter an additional text (3 lines) about the drug to be displayed on the pump
before starting the infusion.

Category /
Button Edit

Open the dialog Edit Categories to assign categories to the drug.

Dialog
Edit All Categories

See Dialog Edit All Categories on page 75.
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Section Concentration
Allows you to define drug concentrations.
Menu

Purpose

Standard

Standard concentration
Add/delete concentration.

Amount

Amount in g, mg, mcg, ng, MU, kU, U, mU, mEq, mmol and kcal

Volume

Volume in ml.

Button Change to
concentration /
Change to nonconcentration

Set concentration or non-concentration modus, whether the drug needs to be
assigned a concentration or not.

Short name*

The drug short name, max. 8 alphanumeric characters, is the name that is
displayed when the pump is in operation. Name and short name can only be
given one time to a drug to avoid mix ups, especially for a drug with different
concentrations. An appropriate abbreviation must thus be found for the drug
and concentration names (e.g. “Adre10”, for adrenalin 10 mg/ml).

Bc. Ref. No.*

Optional
Enter a barcode reference number for a drug concentration.

Pumptype

Set pump type: Perfusor® / Infusomat®

Button New Drug

Create a new drug.

Button Save Drug

Confirm the drug creation.

Button
Delete Drug

Delete a drug.

* Short name and Bc. Ref. No. are unique for the whole Master DrugList.
12.2.4

Master DL Data compactplus
Allows you to define drugs.
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Section Master DrugList
List of all drugs.
Menu

Purpose

Dialog
Med-Search

Allows you to search for a drug.

Master DrugList

List of all drugs

Button Report

Open the dialog Report, which allows you to choose the Master DrugList report
print settings to export as xml, summarized pdf or full pdf report.

Button
Release MDL

Open the dialog Status information.

Section Drug
Allows you to enter drug information.
Menu

Purpose

Colour

Drug category colour
Compactplus pumps use this colour as background colour in run screen.

Drug Menu Name

Full drug name

Other names /
Button Edit

Open the dialog Edit Other Names, which allows you to enter alternative drug
names (maximum 5).
Note: If a drug is given an additional name and is uploaded to a pump upon a
DrugList, then this drug appears several times (redundant) for each additional
name on the pump display when choosing a drug. All names refer to the same
data, which have been entered in the Care Unit DrugList.

Clinical Advisory

Enter an additional text (3 lines) as a clinical advisory about the drug to be
displayed on the pump before starting the infusion.

Category /
Button Edit

Open the dialog Edit Categories to assign categories to the drug.
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Section Concentration
Allows you to define drug concentrations.
Menu

Purpose

Standard

Select a standard concentration which will be preselected at the pump.
Add/delete concentration.

12.2.5

Amount

Amount in g, mg, mcg, ng, MU, kU, U, mU, mEq, mmol and kcal

Volume

Volume in ml.

Button Change to
concentration /
Change to nonconcentration

Set concentration or non-concentration modus, whether the drug needs to be
assigned a concentration or not.

Run Screen Name

The run screen name is the name that is displayed when the pump is in operation
mode. The Run Screen Name can only be given one time to a certain concentration.

Pumptype

Set pump type: Perfusor® / Infusomat®

Button New Drug

Create a new drug.

Button Save Drug

Confirm the drug settings.

Button Delete Drug

Delete a drug.

Care Unit DrugList Configuration Space and compactplus

Allows you to configure Care Unit DrugLists.
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Menu

Purpose

Status

Display of the Care Unit DrugList status (Draft/Released)

Button
Add Category

Open the dialog Add Category, which allows you to select categories to be
added to the Ward DrugList.

Drug Library Manager

12.2.6

Menu

Purpose

All Drugs (0)

This section contains all the drugs of the Ward DrugList.
The number of drugs listed in the DrugList is displayed in brackets.
Drugs are listed under All drugs as well as under the respective category,
if they have been assigned one. Open the lists by clicking the grey arrows.

Button Save DrugList

Create a Ward DrugList.

Button -

Delete a drug.

Import From
(drop-down menu)

Import drugs from a released Master DrugList or a released Ward DrugList.
Drugs from a Ward DrugList are imported with existing therapy data.

Button Import All

Import all the drugs from the chosen DrugList to the new Ward DrugList.

Care Unit DrugList Drug Data Space
CAUTION! A suitable datalock 3 code must be defined if the pump shall be protected against unauthorised handling. The code must differ from the service defined datalock 1 or 2 code.
Enable / disable the manual bolus on the infusion pump for the corresponding drug data set is only available for S pace pumps with software revision M and higher.
For details on values and units, see 12.2.11 Selectable values and units Space on page 69.

Allows you to define drugs for the Care Unit DrugList.
Button

Purpose

Report

Open the dialog Report, which allows you to select the Ward DrugList Report
print settings and print a PDF.

Release DL

Open the dialog Status Information to release a Ward Druglist.
See Dialog Status information on page 75.

Delete Drug

Delete a drug.

Edit DrugList

Open the window Configuration to edit the Ward DrugList.

Save Drug

Confirm drug settings changes.
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Section Drug Info
Enter drug information for the Ward DrugList in this section.
Menu

Purpose

Drug ID

Automatically displayed

Drug Info

Enter an additional text about the drug to be displayed on the pump.

Alarmpriority

Automatically displayed

Other Names

Automatically displayed

Data Lock Level 3

Can be activated for a drug, refer to pumps Instructions for Use.

Central

The general settings (3 input fields: Code; 1st information text; 2nd information
text) under “Data Lock 3 Settings” are valid for this drug,
see 12.2.10 Care Unit DrugList Settings S pace and compactplus on page 67.
The information texts are displayed on the pumps if Data Lock is activated.

Individual

The special settings (3 input fields next to checkbox: Code, information text
1st line; information text 2nd line) are valid for this drug only.

Display

Set which configuration should be displayed in big letters on the pump:
Default setting of pump (display settings selected on the pump are used),
Dose Rate or Rate [ml/h]

Bolus

Enable / disable the manual bolus on the infusion pump for the corresponding
drug data set. This function is only available using Space pumps with software
revision M and higher.

Category

Shows the category this drug is assigned to. To add a category click Edit.

Button Edit

Open the dialog Edit Categories.
See Dialog Edit Categories on page 75.

Section Concentration
Note: Only concentrations defined in the Master DrugList can be used in the Ward DrugList.
If the unit of the quantity of active agent is already set, the corresponding unit for the concentration
will be taken over automatically (e. g. mg and mg/ml). If values for the Active Agent and the infusate are
already given, the value of the concentration will be calculated automatically.
If more than one concentration is in use for one drug it is possible to repeat the same name up to 10 times
and to define different concentrations for each drug name.
Note: Here concentrations can be added to or deleted from a Ward DrugList only, this has no effect on
the Master DrugList.
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Button

Purpose

+

Open the dialog Add Concentration, which allows you to select concentrations.

-

Delete concentration.

Drug Library Manager
Section Therapy Settings
This section is described in details below.
12.2.7

Care Unit DrugList Drug Data compactplus

Allows you to define drugs for the Care Unit DrugList.
Button

Purpose

Report

Open the dialog Report, which allows you to select the Care Unit DrugList
Report print settings and print a PDF

Release DL

Open the dialog Status Information to release a Care Unit Druglist.
See Dialog Status information on page 75.

Delete Drug

Delete a drug.

Edit DrugList

Open the window Configuration to edit the Care Unit DrugList.

Save Drug

Confirm drug settings changes.

Section Drug Info
Enter drug information for the Ward DrugList in this section.
Menu

Purpose

Clinical Advisory

Enter an a clinical advisory text about the drug to be displayed on the pump.

Other Names

Automatically displayed.

Category

Shows the category this drug is assigned to. To add a category click Edit.

Button Edit

Open the dialog Edit Categories.
See Dialog Edit Categories on page 75.

Section Concentration
Note: Only concentrations defined in the Master DrugList can be used in the Care Unit DrugList.
If the unit of the quantity of active agent is already set, the corresponding unit for the concentration
will be taken over automatically (e. g. mg and mg/ml). If values for the Active Agent and the infusate are
already given, the value of the concentration will be calculated automatically.
If more than one concentration is in use for one drug it is possible to repeat the same name up to 10 times
and to define different concentrations for each drug name.
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Note: Here concentrations can be added to or deleted from a Ward DrugList only, this has no effect on
the Master DrugList.
Button

Purpose

+

Open the dialog Add Concentration, which allows you to select concentrations.

-

Delete concentration.

Section Therapy Settings
This section is described in details below.
12.2.8

Care Unit Therapy Settings S pace
Allows you to determine therapy settings for a drug according to a certain patient profile.
CAUTION! Only use a therapy different from continuous if all staff is familiar with this
therapy.
For dosing in Body Surface Area the DuBois formula:
BSA[m²]=0,007184*h[cm]0,725*m[kg]0,425 is used.
Note: These settings only apply for a certain Ward DrugList.
Drop-down menu Profile
Allows you to select a patient profile.
Button

Purpose

+

Open the dialog Add Profile to add a patient profile.

Allows you to choose a profile (defined in Master DrugList) from the menu,
start with an empty profile by clicking copy values from “Default” or copy
the values from the standard profile by clicking copy values from “Standard
Profile” and adapt them.
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-

Delete a profile.

Clear

Reset all entry fields.

Drug Library Manager
Tab Basic
Note: The following parameters are relevant for all therapy profiles.
In the continuous profile, this bolus rate is valid for the manual bolus, the bolus with volume preselection and the initial bolus.
In the PCA and SGC profiles, these settings are effective for the patient controlled bolus and the
initial bolus.

Allows you to predefine bolus settings.
Menu

Purpose

Standard Patient
Profile

With +, add profiles defined in the Master DrugList.

Use this therapy
only

Set a therapy as default.
This is a permanent setting!
E.g. if Dose over Time is set here, it is not possible to choose any other therapy
on the pump, even if other therapies are activated.

Default
Concentration

If more than one concentration exists for a drug name, it is possible to set one
of the concentrations as default. The pump will highlight this concentration in
the corresponding menu and it can be selected directly without cursor navigation.

Bolus Rate

The bolus rate specifies the delivery of a bolus and it is only definable in ml/h.

Bolus Amount

The quantity of bolus parameters are only valid for a bolus with bolus volume
pre-selection.
The unit for the bolus can be selected. The selectable units of the bolus
depends on the unit of the dose rate; ml and the unit of the Active Agent are
always available. If the dose rate is deactivated or the concentration is missing
the unit is always ml.
Note: If the check mark is not set the bolus is deactivated in general.

Pressure Level

Set a pressure level limit (between 1 and 9).

Tab Continuous

Allows you to enter Continuous therapy settings.
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Menu

Purpose

Therapy Continuous is activated

Must be activated so that the therapy is available for use on the pump.
Continuous is a standard therapy and must thus be deactivated for the configuration of a TCI therapy.
Continuous can also be chosen in “Use this therapy only” (Tab Basic) so that
only this therapy can be used on the pump, even if other therapies are activated. Continuous has to be chosen to start SGC Therapy.

VTBI
(Volume to be
Infused)

The value for the volume pre-selection can be set here. The unit is fixed to ml.
The value ranges are limited depending on the pump type selected. If a VTBI
was already set in the enabled continuous profile the VTBI will be taken over
from this profile automatically.

Rate

If the rate limited by the Drug Library Manager exceeds the possible delivery
rate of a pump, the default value will not be saved and must be manually set
by the user. Therefore it must be considered that rates in the pump can vary
and be limited by the maximum delivery rates of the pumps, (e. g. by using
smaller syringe sizes, for further information refer to pumps Instructions for
Use). If the values of the dose rate and the concentration are already set and
the unit of the dose rate is not body weight related, all corresponding rate
values will be calculated automatically.

Second Rate Unit

If values have been entered in Rate, a Second Rate Unit can be chosen here
and the Rate values are converted in this unit (merely as information to the
user). Setting the Second Rate to a dose unit, e.g. mg/kg/h, the dose calculation is activated at the pump.
The most various combinations of units are possible.
Example 1: Under Rate, the unit mg/min is set and 5 is given as Default (i.e.
5 mg/min will be administered). If the Second Rate Unit ml/h is set, the corresponding ml/h value is displayed in the Default field: 30 ml/h.
For this convertion, the system takes the concentration of the active components of a drug into account, that is 10 mg/ml here.
This information is useful for the user who has to convert the values by him/
herself, in particular when most different units are used. When SGC is started
the second rate for Insulin has to be set as U/h.
Example 2: The limits are likewise only informative and are useful if e.g. the
unit is g/kg/h, because in this case the rate depends on the patient‘s weight
and the ml/h value cannot be exactly calculated since the patient‘s weight is
unknown. It is however possible to define an interval in which the ml/h rate
is comprised. To this end, the system uses the weight value under “Settings”,
provided it is activated, and calculates the highest and lowest limits, e.g. a rate
for 30 kg and a rate for 300 kg. Both limits in which the rate is comprised in
this example are then displayed as information under Second Rate Unit (mere
info, do not apply any limits).
This information is useful to recognise if values are plausible.

Loading Dose

Initial bolus.

Auto Lock Level

Refer to pumps Instructions for Use.

Secondary

As continuous and secondary
As continuous only
As secondary only
Disable secondary activation in special function menu

Drug Library Manager
Tab PCA (Patient Controlled Analgesia)

Note: A disabled PCA Basal Rate checkbox will lead to an zero infusion rate at the pump and cannot be
changed anymore.
Allows you to enter PCA therapy settings.
Menu

Purpose

Therapy PCA is
activated

Must be activated so that the therapy is available for use on the pump.
PCA is a standard therapy and must thus be deactivated for the configuration
of a TCI (Target-Controlled Infusion) or SGC therapy.
PCA can also be chosen in “Use this therapy only” (Tab Basic) so that only this
therapy can be used on the pump, even if other therapies are activated.

VTBI
(Volume to be
Infused)

The value for the volume pre-selection can be set here. The unit is fixed to ml.
The value ranges are limited depending on the pump type selected. If a VTBI
was already set in the enabled continuous profile the VTBI will be taken over
from this profile automatically.

Timeframe

Presetting of the timeframe, in which a maximum amount of a dose shall be
given (Max. Dose Limit).
Only clock hours are enterable. This field is a mandatory entry for PCA.

Dose Limit

Limitation of the administered dose to this amount within the defined timeframe.
Example
Timeframe for Max. Dose Limit: 4:00 h
Max. Dose Limit: 20 mg
The infusion pump will only allow to administer 20 mg in 4 hours in total, this
means summation of initial bolus, patient controlled boluses, manual (doc)
boluses and basal rate.

Bolus Amount

The quantity of bolus parameters are only valid for a bolus with bolus volume
pre-selection.
The unit for the bolus can be selected. The selectable units of the bolus
depends on the unit of the dose rate; ml and the unit of the Active Agent are
always available. If the dose rate is deactivated or the concentration is missing
the unit is always ml.

Lock out time

The lockout time starts when the PCA button was pressed by the patient and
the pump starts to deliver. During the lockout time the PCA button can be
pressed as often as the patient requests, but the pump will not deliver a bolus.

Loading Dose

The loading dose is the initial bolus.

Basal Rate

If this option is enabled, it is possible to set a basal rate for the PCA therapy,
the case may be with a predefined value.

Auto Lock Level

Refer to pumps Instructions for Use.
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Tab Ramp/Taper
CAUTION! Only use Ramp/Taper as default or only therapy of drug, if all users are familiar with the therapy.

Note: Only the units are required input fields (select menus). All units are unchangeable apart from
Plateau Rate.
Allows you to enter Ramp/Taper therapy settings.
Menu

Purpose

Ramp/Taper is
activated

Must be activated so that the therapy is available for use on the pump.
Ramp/Taper is a standard therapy and must thus be deactivated for the configuration of a TCI or SGC therapy.
Ramp/Taper can also be chosen in “Use this therapy only” (Tab Basic) so that
only this therapy can be used on the pump, even if other therapies are activated.

A: Plateau Rate
(RPlateau)

All dosing units with the same related amount unit as concentration settings,
range and resolution like Basal Rate of Continuous Therapy.

B: Ramp Duration
(TRamp)

In hh:mm (fix), resolution 1 min, range: 00:01 to 99:59

C: Taper Duration
(TTaper)

In hh:mm (fix), resolution 1 min, range: 00:01 to 99:59

D: VTBI

In ml (fix), range and resolution like Continuous Therapy

E: TTBI

Calculated and displayed in hh:mm.
(TTBI = VTBI / RPlateau + TRamp / 2 + TTaper / 2)

The following rule must be fulfilled to be able to save the drug:
VTBI ≥ RPlateau * TRamp / 2 + RPlateau * TTaper / 2
The following limit parameters can be set:
For Up-Time: Hard limit low and Hard limit high
 For Down-Time: Hard limit low and Hard limit high
 For Plateau Rate: Soft limit low, Soft limit high and Hard limit high.


Input of limit values is optional to the user. The unit of limit values and default values is identical.
The entered values must fulfill the condition:
Hard limit low ≤ Soft limit low ≤ default Value ≤Soft limit high ≤Hard limit high.
Plateau Rate is checked for plausibility by Basal Rate plausibility range.
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Tab Multi Dose
CAUTION! Only use Multi Dose (interval bolus) as default or only therapy of drug, if all users are familiar
with the therapy.

Note: Required are only the selectable units for bolus quantity and basal rate. Limits and default values
may be undefined.
Allows you to enter Multi Dose therapy settings.
Menu

Purpose

Multi Dose is
activated

Must be activated so that the therapy is available for use on the pump.
Multi Dose is a standard therapy and must thus be deactivated for the configuration of a TCI or SGC therapy.
Multi Dose can also be chosen in “Use this therapy only” (Tab Basic) so that
only this therapy can be used on the pump, even if other therapies are activated.

A: Bolus Quantity

The quantity of bolus parameters are only valid for a bolus with bolus volume
pre-selection.
The unit for the bolus can be selected. The selectable units of the bolus
depends on the unit of the dose rate, ml and the unit of the Active Agent are
always available. If the dose rate is deactivated or the concentration is missing
the unit is always ml.

B: Bolus Duration
(bolus duration in
GUI, TBolus)

Always mm:ss (fix), resolution: 1 sec, range 00:01 to 59:59

C: Bolus Rate

Must be calculated (see below)

D: Basal Rate
(RBasal)

All valid dose rate units with the same related amount unit as concentration
settings, range and resolution like Continuous Therapy.

E: Dose Interval

Always hh:mm (fix), resolution: 1 min, range 00:01 to 99:59

F: VTBI

Always ml (fix)

G: TTBI
No. of Cycles

Calculated and displayed in hh:mm
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The units of bolus quantity and basal rate must use the same amount unit and the same patient dependence or must be defined in ml or ml/h.
If bolus duration time is not below dose interval a validation error prevents from saving. A message will be
displayed to inform the user.
If the units are identical the basal rate shall not exceed the bolus rate.
The following fields must be calculated:
Bolus rate (RBolus), unit is fix ml/h:
RBolus(ml/h) = VBolus(ml) / TBolus(h) (unit is ml/h, VBolus(ml) must be converted to ml unit). If not noted
in ml volume is calculated by: VBolus(ml) = VBolus[amount] [* PtP] / Conc.
 TTBI, unit is fix hh:mm:
The Total Time of infusion is calculated by (/,% used for integer division):
VPeriode=VBolus + RBasal * (TPeriode - TBolus)
a) VTBI % VPeriode <= VBolus:
TTBI = VTBI / VPeriode * TPeriode + (VTBI % VPeriode) / RBolus
b) VTBI % VPeriode > VBolus:
TTBI = VTBI / VPeriode * TPeriode + VBolus / RBolus + (VTBI % VPeriode - VBolus) / RBasal




No. cycles: TTBI/TPeriode

The following limit parameters can be set:
For Interval-Bolus Volume (VBolus): Soft limit low, Soft limit high and Hard limit high.
 For Interval-Bolus Duration (TBolus): Hard limit low and Hard limit high
 For Interval-Duration (TPeriode): Hard limit low and Hard limit high
 For Basal Rate (RBasal): Soft limit low, Soft limit high and Hard limit high.


Input of limit values is optional to the user. The unit of limit values and default values is identical.
Entered Values must fulfill the condition:
Hard limit low ≤ Soft limit low ≤ default Value ≤Soft limit high ≤Hard limit high.
Bolus rate is checked for plausibility by bolus rate plausibility range. Therefore the bolus rate has firstly
calculated. Calculation leads to a minimum value and a maximum value. These two values must be
checked against plausibility limits. If plausibility range is exceeded bolus duration is marked.
Bolus volume is checked for plausibility by bolus volume plausibility range.
Basal rate is checked for plausibility by basal rate plausibility range.
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Tab Program Mode
CAUTION! The relation of the VTBI value and interval volumes determines implicitly how often the
programmed sequence is applied. The number of cycles will change if the VTBI or an interval
volume is changed.
CAUTION! Only use Program Mode as default or only therapy for a drug, if all users are familiar with
the therapy.

Allows you to enter Program Mode therapy settings.
Menu

Purpose

Program Mode is
activated

Must be activated so that the therapy is available for use on the pump.
Program Mode is a standard therapy and must thus be deactivated for the
configuration of a TCI or SGC therapy.
Program Mode can also be chosen in “Use this therapy only” (Tab Basic) so
that only this therapy can be used on the pump, even if other therapies are
activated.

Interval quantity

All valid amount units with the same related amount unit as concentration
settings

Duration

Always hh:mm (fix), resolution: 1 min, range 00:01 to 23:00

A: VTBI

Always ml (fix), range information are equal to VTBI in continuous therapy

B: TTBI
No. of Cycles

Always in hh:mm (fix)

Up to 12 programming intervals can be configured. The first two intervals at the top of the list are
required. The other intervals are optional. For each single interval an activation checkbox is used. If the
checkbox is activated, the unit of the interval quantity and the unit of the duration will be displayed in this
row. In front of the first and second intervals the checkbox is always checked and disabled.
All parameter values may be undefined. Units are mandatory.
All amount units of all intervals must use to the same unit (any valid amount unit or ml) incl. the same
patient relation. This will be guaranteed because the selected unit in the first interval line refers to all
intervals.
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The standard range for interval quantity is equal to the bolus volume.
The following fields must be calculated:
 Convert volume of interval to ml unit: VInt(ml) = VInt(amount) [* PtP] / Conc.
 TTBI (hh:mm):
The Total Time of infusion is calculated by (/,% used for integer division):
Calculate m by: (

m

∑V
i =1

i
INT

m +1

i
) ≤ VTBI %VCyl and (∑ VINT
) > VTBI %VCyl
i =1

NInt

m

i =1

i =1

i
i
TTBI = VTBI / VCyl * ∑ TINT
+ ∑ TINT
+



m +1
m
TINT
i
*
(
VINT
− ( VTBI %VCyl )
∑
m +1
VINT
i =1

No. cycles (Cycle-Duration/TTBI):
NInt

i
i
N Cyl = VTBI / VCyl ;VCyl = ∑ VINT
; VINT
:= volume of i t h int erval
i =1

A validation error occurs if the sum of all interval durations is not larger than 24:00 hh:mm
No parameters of program mode are configured with limits.
Interval-rates must be calculated and then checked for plausibility by basal rate plausibility range.
If plausibility range is exceeded interval duration is marked.
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Tab Dose over Time
CAUTION! Only use Dose over Time as only or default therapy in piggyback mode of drug if all users are
familiar with the therapy.
CAUTION! Only use Dose over Time as only or default therapy of drug if all users are familiar with the
therapy.

Allows you to enter Dose over Time therapy settings.
Menu

Purpose

Dose over Time is
activated

Must be activated so that the therapy is available for use on the pump.
Dose over Time is a standard therapy and must thus be deactivated for the
configuration of a TCI or SGC therapy.
Dose over Time can also be chosen in “Use this therapy only” (Tab Basic) so
that only this therapy can be used on the pump, even if other therapies are
activated.

Total dose (ATBI)

All valid amount units with the same related amount unit as concentration
settings and may be related to patient weight or body surface.

Total time (TTBI)

Always in hh:mm (fix), resolution 00:01, range 00:01 to 99:59

Auto Lock Level

Refer to pumps Instructions for Use.

Use for Secondary
mode only

As continuous and secondary
As continuous only
As secondary only

The following limit parameters can be set:
For Total dose (ATBI): Hard limit low, Soft limit low, Soft limit high and Hard limit high
 For Total time (TTBI): Hard limit low, Soft limit low, Soft limit high and Hard limit high
The following fields must be calculated:


VTBI:
ATBI [* PtP] / Conc
highest possible value: VTBI(max) = ATBI [* PtW(max)] / Conc(min)
lowest possible value: VTBI(min) = ATBI [* PtW(min)] / Conc(max)
These equations are used for all 5 VTBI values.



Dose rate:
ATBI / TTBI(h) à TTBI in 1 h unit
This equation is used for all 5 dose rate values.
The Dose Rate unit depends on the Total Dose unit. If the unit of Total Dose is changed, the values of Dose
Rate must be recalculated.
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Rate:
VTBI / TTBI
highest possible value: R(max) = ATBI [* PtW(max)] / Conc(min) / TTBI(min){h}
lowest possible value: R(min) = ATBI [* PtW(min)] / Conc (max) / TTBI(max){h}
These equations are used for all 5 rate values.



Dose over Time can only be used if at least one concentration uses an amount unit other than ml. The user
will get a corresponding warning message on entering the tab. Nevertheless, activating Dose over Time is
possible. Saving the drug is not possible until a necessary concentration exists.
The Total Dose unit must not use ml.
The resulting rate is checked for plausibility by the basal rate plausibility range. If the plausibility range is
exceeded, the total time is marked.
Tab SGC (Space GlucoseControl)

Allows you to enter SGC therapy settings.
Menu

Purpose

Therapy SGC is
activated

Must be activated so that the therapy is available for use on the pump.
SGC is a standard therapy and must thus be deactivated for the configuration
of a TCI therapy.
SGC can also be chosen in “Use this therapy only” (Tab Basic) so that only this
therapy can be used on the pump, even if other therapies are activated.
The Continuous therapy has to be chosen to start SGC Therapy.

Drug Type

Select the type of drug:
Nutrition
or
 Insulin: Only selectable if a concentration with an international unit (IU)
was set for the chosen drug in Master DrugList. When Insulin is selected,
the further settings are no longer displayed (Enteral / Parenteral, Quantity
of Carbohydrate / Size of Infusate) but only the available concentration.
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Concentration

mg/ml

Quantity of
Carbohydrate /
Size of Infusate

If values for the quantity of carbohydrate and the infusate are already given,
the value of carbohydrate concentration will be automatically calculated.

Drug Library Manager
12.2.9

Care Unit Therapy Settings compactplus
Allows you to determine therapy settings for a drug according to a certain patient profile.
Note: These settings only apply for a certain Ward DrugList.
Drop-down menu Profile
Allows you to select a patient profile.
Button

Purpose

+

Open the dialog Add Profile to add a patient profile.

Allows you to choose a profile (defined in Master DrugList) from the menu,
start with an empty profile by clicking copy values from “Default” or copy
the values from the standard profile by clicking copy values from “Standard
Profile” and adapt them.
-

Delete a profile.

Clear

Reset all entry fields.

Tab Basic
Note: The following parameters are relevant for all therapy profiles.
In the continuous profile, this bolus rate is valid for the manual bolus, the bolus with volume preselection and the initial bolus.

Menu

Purpose

Standard Patient
Profile

With +, add profiles defined in the Master DrugList.
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Menu

Purpose

Default
Concentration

If more than one concentration exists for a drug name, it is possible to set one
of the concentrations as default. The pump will highlight this concentration in
the corresponding menu and it can be selected directly without cursor navigation.

Bolus Rate

The bolus rate specifies the delivery of a bolus and it is only definable in ml/h.

Bolus Amount

The quantity of bolus parameters are only valid for a bolus with bolus volume
pre-selection.
The unit for the bolus can be selected. The selectable units of the bolus
depends on the unit of the dose rate; ml and the unit of the Active Agent are
always available. If the dose rate is deactivated or the concentration is missing
the unit is always ml.
Note: If the check mark is not set the bolus is deactivated in general.

Pressure Level

Set a pressure level limit (between 1 and 9).

Tab Continuous

Allows you to enter Continuous therapy settings.
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Menu

Purpose

Therapy Continuous
is activated

Must be activated so that the therapy is available for use on the pump.

VTBI
(Volume to be
Infused)

The value for the volume pre-selection can be set here. The unit is fixed to ml.
The value ranges are limited depending on the pump type selected.

Rate

If the rate limited by the Drug Library Manager exceeds the possible delivery
rate of a pump, the default value will not be saved and must be manually set
by the user. Therefore it must be considered that rates in the pump can vary
and be limited by the maximum delivery rates of the pumps, (e. g. by using
smaller syringe sizes, for further information refer to pumps Instructions for
Use). If the values of the dose rate and the concentration are already set and
the unit of the dose rate is not body weight related, all corresponding rate
values will be calculated automatically.

Drug Library Manager

12.2.10

Menu

Purpose

Second Rate Unit

If values have been entered in Rate, a Second Rate Unit can be chosen here
and the Rate values are converted in this unit (merely as information to the
user). Setting the Second Rate to a dose unit, e.g. mg/kg/h, the dose calculation is activated at the pump.
The most various combinations of units are possible.
Example 1: Under Rate, the unit mg/min is set and 5 is given as Default (i.e.
5 mg/min will be administered). If the Second Rate Unit ml/h is set, the corresponding ml/h value is displayed in the Default field: 30 ml/h.
For this convertion, the system takes the concentration of the active components of a drug into account, that is 10 mg/ml here.
This information is useful for the user who has to convert the values by him/
herself, in particular when most different units are used.
Example 2: The limits are likewise only informative and are useful if e.g. the
unit is g/kg/h, because in this case the rate depends on the patient‘s weight
and the ml/h value cannot be exactly calculated since the patient‘s weight is
unknown. It is however possible to define an interval in which the ml/h rate
is comprised. To this end, the system uses the weight value under “Settings”,
provided it is activated, and calculates the highest and lowest limits, e.g. a rate
for 30 kg and a rate for 300 kg. Both limits in which the rate is comprised in
this example are then displayed as information under Second Rate Unit (mere
info, do not apply any limits).
This information is useful to recognise if values are plausible.

Secondary

As continuous and secondary
As continuous only
As secondary only
Disable secondary activation in special function menu

Care Unit DrugList Settings S pace and compactplus

Note: A suitable datalock 3 code must be defined if the pump shall be protected against unauthorised
handling. The Data Lock 3 code should differ from the Data Lock 1 and 2 code defined in the
HiBaSeD Service program to avoid unauthorised changes of the PCA therapy settings.
Set the values as defined in HiBaSeD, e.g. max. Rate = 200 ml/h. See next page.
Allows you to set a limit range to the drug therapy data.
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Menu

Purpose

Show warning
symbol at pump if
no limits are set
(Space only!)

Optional
Activate or deactivate warning symbol on pump.
If no hard or soft limit has been set, the corresponding warning symbol
appears on the pump display.

Data Lock 3
Settings
(Space only!)

Set Data Lock Level 3 parameters.
The entered code and texts (additional information) will be valid for every drug
for which Data Lock Level 3 is activated and Central is chosen (in section
Drug Info). Changes of the standard parameters will be automatically effective
for each of these drugs.

Plausibility Limits

If Plausibility Limits is enabled, non-plausible values are marked in colour in
the drug window.

Typical Patient
Data

Typical Pump
Settings
Infusomat



Typical Pump
Settings
Perfusor



Typical Used
Syringes
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These values are automatically set but can be changed.
Weight
 Body Surface: Boyd / DuBois
 Size


These values are automatically set but can be changed.
Basal Rate
 Bolus Rate
 Bolus Amount
These values are automatically set but can be changed.
Basal Rate
 Bolus Rate
 Bolus Amount
Typical used syringes are set and cannot be changed.
60/50 ml, 30 ml, 25/20 ml, 10 ml, 5 ml, 2/3 ml
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12.2.11

Selectable values and units S pace
Default
The default value will be suggested to use after selecting the drug at a pump. If no default value is set, the
user must type in a value manually.
Softlimit maximum
The softlimit maximum is a value which is recommended not to exceed. At a pump it is still possible to
adjust a higher value than the softlimit max., but the user has to confirm this value. If the softlimit entry is
empty no softlimit max. will be set.
Hardlimit Max.
The hard limit is an absolute limiting value of a parameter which cannot be exceeded for this drug at a
pump by the user. This Hardlimit Max. helps to avoid the risk of too high administration (rate, dose rate,
bolus).
Parameter

Perfusor-Max.

Infusomat-Max.

Unit

Rate

200

1200

ml/h

VTBI

10000

99999

ml

Quantity of bolus

50

1000

ml

Bolus rate

1800

1200

ml/h

PCA Quantity of Initial bolus

50

99.99

ml

PCA Basal Rate

200

1200

ml/h

PCA Quantity of bolus

50

99.99

ml

Parameter

Adjustable range

Step

Unit

Remark

Drug name

max. 25 characters

/

/

Input mandatory.
Available number of
characters depends
on the width of used
characters.

Short name

max. 8 characters

/

/

Input mandatory.
Available number of
characters depends
on the width of used
characters.

Drug ID

max. 20 characters

/

/

Quantity of
active agent
(unit)

μg, mg, mEq, IU, mmol

/

/

Quantity of
active agent
(value)

0…99999
0…99999
0…99999
0…99999
0…99999

0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001

μg
mg
mEq
IU
mmol

Size of infusate

0…9999

1

ml

Concentration (unit)

μg/ml, mg/ml, mEq/ml,
IU/ml, mmol/ml

/

/

Optionally automatic
take over from Concentration (unit)

Optionally automatic
take over from Quantity
of active agent (unit)
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Parameter

Adjustable range

Step

Unit

Concentration
(value)

0…99999
0…99999
0…99999
0…99999
0…99999

0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001

μg/ml
mg/ml
mEq/
ml
IU/ml
mmol/
ml

Rate

0…99.99
100.0…999.9
1000…99999

0.01
0.1
1

ml/h
ml/h
ml/h

Dose rate
(unit)

μg/min, μg/h, μg/24h,
μg/kg/min, μg/kg/h,
μg/kg/24h, mg/min,
mg/h, mg/24h, mg/
kg/min, mg/kg/h, mg/
kg/24h, mEq/min,
mEq/h, mEq/24h,
mEq/kg/min, mEq/
kg/h, mEq/kg/24h, IU/
min, IU/h, IU/24h, IU/
kg/min, IU/kg/h, IU/
kg/24h, mmol/min,
mmol/h, mmol/24h,
mmol/kg/min, mmol/
kg/h, mmol/kg/24h

/

/

Dose rate

0…99999
0…99999
0…99999
0…99999
0…99999

0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001

μg/…
mg/…
mEq/…
IU/…
mmol/…

VTBI

0…99.99
100.0…999.9
1000…99999

0.01
0.1
1

ml
ml
ml

Quantity of bolus
(unit)

ml, μg, mg, IE, mmol,
mEq, μg/kg, mg/kg, IE/
kg, mmol/kg, mEq/kg

/

/

Quantity of bolus

0…99.99
0…99999
0…99999
0…99999
0…99999
0…99999

0.01
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001

ml
μg/…
mg/…
mEq/…
IE/…
mmol/…

Bolus rate

0.01…99.99
100.0… 999.9
1000…1800

0.01
0.1
1

ml/h
ml/h
ml/h

PCA Dose unit
(preselection)

μg, mg, IE, mmol, mEq,
μg/kg, mg/kg, IE/kg,
mmol/kg, mEq/kg

/

/

Remark

Drug Library Manager

Parameter

Adjustable range

Step

Unit

Remark

Time Frame for Max.
Dose Limit

1h…24h

1h

1h

Input mandatory

Max. Dose Limit
(Unit)

ml, μg, mg, IE, mmol,
mEq, μg/kg, mg/kg, IE/
kg, mmol/kg, mEq/kg

/

/

Max. Dose Limit

0…99.99
100.0…999.9
1000…99999
0…99999
0…99999
0…99999
0…99999
0…99999

0.01
0.1
1
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001

ml
ml
ml
μg/…
mg/…
mEq/…
IE/…
mmol/…

Lockout time

0h:01min…4h:00 min

1 min

h:min

PCA-Quantity of
bolus (Unit)

ml, μg, mg, IE, mmol,
mEq, μg/kg, mg/kg, IE/
kg, mmol/kg, mEq/kg

/

/

PCA-Quantity of
bolus

0…99.99
0…99999
0…99999
0…99999
0…99999
0…99999

0.01
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001

ml
μg/…
mg/…
mEq/…
IE/…
mmol/…

PCA-Quantity of
initial bolus (Unit)

ml, μg, mg, IE, mmol,
mEq, μg/kg, mg/kg, IE/
kg, mmol/kg, mEq/kg

/

/

PCA-Quantity of
initial bolus

0…99.99
0…99999
0…99999
0…99999
0…99999
0…99999

0.01
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001

ml
μg/…
mg/…
mEq/…
IE/…
mmol/…

PCA-basal rate
(Unit)

ml/h, μg/min, μg/h,
μg/24h, mg/min,
mg/h, mg/24h, mEq/
min, mEq/h, mEq/24h,
IE/min, IE/h, IE/24h,
mmol/min, mmol/h,
mmol/24h, μg/kg/min,
μg/kg/h, μg/kg/24h,
mg/kg/min, mg/kg/h,
mg/kg/24h, mEq/kg/
min, mEq/ kg/h, mEq/
kg/24h, IE/kg/min, IE/
kg/h, IE/kg/24h, mmol/
kg/min, mmol/kg/h,
mmol/kg/24h

/

/
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12.2.12

Parameter

Adjustable range

Step

Unit

Remark

PCA-basal rate
(Standard)

0…99.99
100.0…999.9
1000…99999
0…99999
0…99999
0…99999
0…99999
0…99999

0.01
0.1
1
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001

ml/h
ml/h
ml/h
μg/…
mg/…
mEq/…
IE/…
mmol/…

Reading of
max. adjustable

PCA-VTBI

0…99.99
100.0…999.9
1000…99999

0.01
0.1
1

ml
ml
ml

Selectable values and units compactplus
Default
The default value will be suggested to use after selecting the drug at a pump. If no default value is set, the
user must type in a value manually.
Softlimit maximum
The softlimit maximum is a value which is recommended not to exceed. At a pump it is still possible to
adjust a higher value than the softlimit max., but the user has to confirm this value. If the softlimit entry is
empty no softlimit max. will be set.
Hardlimit Max.
The hard limit is an absolute limiting value of a parameter which cannot be exceeded for this drug at a pump
by the user. This Hardlimit Max. helps to avoid the risk of too high administration (rate, dose rate, bolus).
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Parameter

Perfusor-Max.

Infusomat-Max.

Unit

Rate

200

1200

ml/h

VTBI

10000

99999

ml

Quantity of bolus

50

99.99

ml

Bolus rate

1800

1200

ml/h

Parameter

Adjustable range

Step

Unit

Remark

Drug Menu Name

24

/

/

Input mandatory.
Available number of
characters depends
on the width of used
characters.

Drug Run Screen
Name

28

/

/

Input mandatory.
Available number of
characters depends
on the width of used
characters.

Quantity of
active agent

0.001 – 9.999
10.00 – 99.99
100.0 – 999.9
1000 - 99999

0.001
0.01
0.1
1

mg, mcg,
ng, IU,
mEq,
mmol

Size of infusate

0.001 - 1000

Rate

0.01 - 999.9

0.01

ml/h

VTBI

0.1 – 9999

0.01

ml

ml
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12.2.13

Summary of TCI and SGC drug configuration Space
TCI drug configuration S pace
Master Druglist settings S pace Pumps with SW L & M:
Assigned to category ‘TCI’
 Long name has to be ‘TCI Propofol’ or ‘TCI Remifentanil’
 Short name has to be ‘TCI Prop’ or ‘TCI Remi’
Ward DrugList setting:
 ‘Continuous Therapy’ must be disabled


Master DrugList settings Space Pumps with SW N and higher:
Please create a category ‘TCI’
Please activate respetive TCI drug on Master Drug List settings page. The TCI drug with all valid concentrations for TCI Therapy will be imported automatically in the Master Drug List.
SGC Insulin drug configuration
Master DrugList setting:
U-Unit (mU,U,kU,MU) must be used as concentration
Ward DrugList settings:
 ‘Continuous Therapy’ has to be enabled
 Unit of the rate in ‘Continuous Therapy’ has to be set to “U/h” or “mU/h” …
 ‘SGC Therapy’ has to be enabled and ‘Drug Type’ must be set to ‘Insulin’



SGC Nutrition drug configuration
Ward DrugList settings:
‘Continuous Therapy’ has to be enabled
 ‘SGC Therapy’ has to be enabled and ‘Drug Type’ must be set to ‘Nutrition’
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12.2.14

Drug Library File Maker S pace

		
Allows you to create drug library files.
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Menu

Purpose

Drug library files

List of the drug library files, date of creation, author, note and all wards contained with date of creation.

Filename

Enter the name of the new drug library file.

Released DrugLists

List of the released Ward DrugLists that can be selected to create a drug
library file.

Button New drug
library file

Create a new drug library file.

Button Save File

Save new drug library file.

Button
Export to File

Open the dialog Opening drug library file to export a DrugLibray File e.g.
to the desktop.

Drug Library Manager
12.2.15

Drug Library Manager dialogs S pace and compactplus
Dialog Status information
Allows you to set the DrugList status to Released.

Dialog Edit Categories
Allows you to select categories to be assigned to a drug.

Dialog Edit All Categories
Allows you to create and select more drug categories to be available in the dialog Edit Categories.
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12.3

Set up a Master DrugList
CAUTION! All entered parameter settings must be suitable for the active hospital, the active ward and
the patient type and must not lead to a hazard for the patient or the patient target group.
		

Default values may not lead to a critical therapy situation for the treated patient.
The standard patient type is specific to each ward.

		

If default values are not suitable for all kinds of patient treated at the active ward, suitable
patient profiles must be used. The intended target patient group must be identifiable for the
pumps operator by ward and patient profile name.

		

When changing drug data, the following influences occur between the ward drug and the
master data:
- Long Name
- Other Names
- Drug ID
- Category
- Patient Profiles
- Concentration
- Drug Info
- Default Concentration
- Colour
- Alarm priority
The changes must be accepted before usage.

CAUTION! Accessing and editing an input field causes the field‘s background colour to become yellow.
Upon leaving the field the background colour changes back to its original colour.

After the colour change, always check that the visible value is the new value you entered.
If this is not the case, enter the value again.
Note: If changes to the Master DrugList were released, a change dialog appears by opening concerned
Ward DrugLists.
ÎÎ

12.3.1

Click Drug Library Manager.
The welcome tab appears.

Import a drug library file
CAUTION! In case of importing drug library files from older versions of the Space OnlineSuite or importing drug library files from third parties in the OnlineSuite all imported data and values must
be verified before using.

Note: Old DrugLibrary versions generated with the DrugListEditor can be imported in the OnlineSuite. All
imported data must be verified.



V2.0: DrugLibraries (file type: *.dl) of the new generation that have been created with an OnlineSuite.
V1.x: Old DrugLibrary versions that were created with the DrugListEditor.

Import a V2.0 drug library file
User has “DLM: Import drug library files” permission.
99 The Master DrugList is empty and has not yet been used (no drug has been created yet).
99
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ÎÎ
ÎÎ
ÎÎ
ÎÎ
ÎÎ

Click Drug Library Manager.
The Drug Library Manager welcome tab appears.
Click Import drug library file.
The dialog drug library file Import appears.
Select a drug library file for import.
Set the appropriate version (1.x or 2.0).
Click Import.
The complete structure is imported, i.e. Master Data Management data (only wards), drugs in the Master DrugList as well as all Ward DrugLists with the respective therapy data of the drugs.

Import a V1.x drug library file
Note: The Master DrugList must not necessarily be empty.
Conditions to V1-import:
For TCI drugs, all therapies are deactivated and the corresponding therapy data are not imported (TCI
drugs are refused by the pump if valid therapy data are available).
 A V1.x drug library file can contain drugs with the same name but a different short name to support
several concentrations.
Please note that:
–– General drug data (information text 1-3, alarm priority, colour) and therapy data (standard profile,
active therapies and Bolus, Cont. and PCA data) will only be implemented by the FIRST drug (in the
DrugListEditor list). Therefore, it is not possible to define an own PCA therapy or specific information texts for each concentration (it is not intended in the V2-DrugLibrary).
–– All concentrations for a drug must have the same unit. Thus it is not possible to define a concentration with mg/ml and another concentration with mmol/ml for the same drug.
–– Concentrations for a drug can belong to different categories. In such a case, only the superset will
be imported. E. g., if a drug has a concentration A with categories KAT1/KAT2 and a concentration B with categories KAT2/KAT3, the imported drug has categories KAT1/KAT2/KAT3.
–– For SGC therapies, a drug with several concentrations cannot have a mix of insulin and nutrition
drugs.
 A V1-import is also possible with an existing Master.
Please note that:
–– If a drug to be imported is already in the Master, it will only be imported if it is identical to the
existing drug (information texts, alarm priority and colour must be identical). Drug-ID and additional names are not allowed either in the Master. Concentrations and categories will be merged
(see below).
–– Categories are merged as follows:
If a category with the same name already exists, then it is used even if it is at another position.
If this category does not exist yet, it can be created.
If there is another category at this position, the new category is created at the first non-active
position. If all category positions are already assigned, and the maximal number of categories is
thus reached, it is not possible to make an import.
After a successful category import, the master drug has its former as well as its new categories.
For a ward drug, only the new imported categories are activated (the allocation to a category thus
corresponds to the V1-file).
–– Concentrations are merged as follows:
If a concentration with the same short name already exists, an import is only possible if the concentration data are identical. The barcode reference number (“drug-ID” in the DrugListEditor), quantity
unit, quantity value, volume value and the allocation to Perfusor/Infusomat must be identical.
If there is no concentration with the same short name yet, the concentration is added to the master
drug. For a ward drug, only the new imported concentrations are activated (which corresponds to
the V1-file).
 If a master drug cannot be imported, it is skipped. The respective ward drug will thus not be created either.
 If a ward drug cannot be created, the import is completely rejected.
 If an import failure occurs, either an informative error text or a general error text along with an error
number will be shown according to the following scheme:


DrugLongName:DrugShortName_XXXX_YY_ZZZ
XXXX = 4-digit error number
YY = max. 2-digit block-identifier (identifies the affected block inside the V1-file)
ZZZ = max. 3-digit field-identifier (identifies the affected field inside a block)
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The error number is always displayed, whereas the other indications are only shown when the error is
related to a specific drug, block or field.
Using the error number, a service technician can analyze the reason for the import failure.
99
99
99

ÎÎ
ÎÎ
ÎÎ
ÎÎ
ÎÎ

12.3.2

Click Drug Library Manager.
The Drug Library Manager welcome tab appears.
Click Import drug library file.
The dialog drug library file Import appears.
Select a drug library file for import.
Set the appropriate version (1.x).
Click Import.
An additional Ward DrugList is created (named according to the former drug library name) in which all
drugs of the import file are imported (V1.x files do not have any Master/Ward DrugList structure) as
well as their respective therapy data. The drugs are also created in the Master DrugList.

Set Master DrugList settings
99
ÎÎ
ÎÎ
ÎÎ

12.3.3

User has “DLM: Import DrugListEditor Files” permission.
There is no existing Ward DrugList with the same name as the V1 file to be imported.
If any, rename it.
Drugs are always clearly defined with long and short name.
A drug cannot be imported if it has the same long and short name as a drug already available. Should
the case arise, the system will provide an indication.

User has “DLM: Master DrugList” permission.
Click Master DL > Configuration.
Define Master DrugList name, drug categories, drug colours and patient profiles.
Click Save.
The Master DrugList basic settings are saved.

Define drugs for the Master DrugList
ÎÎ

Click Master DL > Drug Data.

Define a drug
Click New Drug.
ÎÎ Enter drug details in the section Drug.
Note: The short name is displayed on the pump during ongoing infusion. It is thus recommended that
concentration information should, if required, appear at the earliest in the short name. However,
the short name cannot be longer than 8 characters. An appropriate abbreviation must thus be
found for the drug and concentration names (e.g. “Adre10”, for adrenalin 10 mg/ml). The short
name should always be unique.
ÎÎ
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ÎÎ

In the section Category, click Edit (optional).
The dialog Edit Categories appears.

ÎÎ

Allocate drug categories to the drug and click Accept.
or
Click All Categories.
The dialog Edit All Categories appears.

Drug Library Manager

ÎÎ

Select categories and click Save.

ÎÎ

Fill in the section Concentration.
Click Change to concentration to specify the drug concentration
or
Click Change to non-concentration for a drug without concentration.
Click + or - to add or delete a drug concentration.
Click Save.
The drug is listed under the respective categories in the section Master DrugList.

ÎÎ
ÎÎ
ÎÎ
ÎÎ

Search for a drug
ÎÎ Enter a drug name in the Med-Search field.
Delete a drug
Select a drug from the list Master DrugList and click Delete Drug.
The confirmation message “Drug [drug name] deleted” appears.

ÎÎ
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12.3.4

Release Master DrugList
Note: If changes are made and saved in the Master DL, its status changes to “Draft”.
Changes are not implemented in the Ward DL as long as the Master DL has not been released.
Changes concerning drugs that are already used in a Ward DL are displayed in a dialog on starting
this Ward DL. In the dialog, the user can choose to accept the changes.
New drugs must still be dragged from the Master DL to the Ward DL in the Drug Library Manager
(Ward DrugList Configuration) if they need to be used.
ÎÎ
ÎÎ

ÎÎ
ÎÎ

12.3.5

Click Master DL > Drug Data.
Click Release MDL.
The dialog Status Information appears.

Set the DrugList status to Released.
The DrugList is released and the data can be used in Ward DrugList.
Click Confirm.

Create a Master DrugList Report or export a Master DrugList
CAUTION! The report reflects the current system configuration. Pumps disconnected from the monitored
bedplace are not reported.
Note: You can create a report for all drugs or only one drug of the Master DrugList
(option in the dialog Print).
ÎÎ
ÎÎ
ÎÎ
ÎÎ
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Click Master DL > Drug Data.
Select a drug from the list Master DrugList (optional).
Click Report.
The dialog Print appears.
Select options and click Print.

Drug Library Manager

12.4

Set up a Ward DrugList
CAUTION! All source settings must be checked before inserting therapy settings from other drug
libraries.
CAUTION! Accessing and editing an input field causes the field‘s background colour to become yellow.
Upon leaving the field the background colour changes back to its original colour.

After the colour change, always check that the visible value is the new value you entered.
If this is not the case, enter the value again.
99
99
99
ÎÎ

12.4.1

At least one existing Ward (see 8.2.2 Create a care unit on page 15).
At least one existing Master DrugList in state RELEASED.
User has the “DLM: Ward DrugList” permission.
Select a ward under Ward DrugList and click Start.

Create a Ward DrugList
ÎÎ

Click Ward DL > Configuration.

The following table shows the maximum number of activated therapies possible within a Care Unit DrugList. The number depends on the Space Infusomat / Space Perfusor software revision as well as on the
therapy.
Note: The drug library file will not be accepted by the infusion pump if the file includes at least one Care
Unit DrugList that exceeds the corresponding number.
Space Infusion Pumps
Therapy

SW J

SW K

no limit

no limit

PCA

50

50

Ramp/Taper

50

50

Multi Dose

50

50

Program Mode

50

50

Dose over Time

50

50

SGC

50

50

TCI

50

50

Continuous

SW L and higher

no limit

Compactplus Infusions Pumps:
Amount of Continuous Therapies per drug library file not limited.
Add drug categories (optional)
Click Add Category.
The dialog Add Category appears.
ÎÎ Select appropriate drug categories and click Accept.
ÎÎ

Import drugs from a DrugList
Choose a released Master DrugList or a released Ward DrugList from the Import from drop-down
menu. Drugs from a Ward DrugList are imported with existing therapy data.
ÎÎ Click a drug from the section Import From and import it by drag-and-drop to the Ward DrugList.
ÎÎ
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ÎÎ
ÎÎ

or
Click Import All.
All the drugs of the selected DrugList are imported to the new Ward DrugList.
Click Save DrugList.
The Ward DrugList has been created and has the status “Draft”.

Search for a drug
ÎÎ

Click the magnifying glass icon in the section Ward DrugList or Import from and enter a drug name
in the Search field.

Delete a drug from the Ward DrugList
Click a drug in the Ward DrugList and click -.
ÎÎ Click Save DrugList.
The drug has been removed from the Ward DrugList.
ÎÎ

12.4.2

Release a Ward DrugList
Note: As soon as a drug is modified or added and saved, the Ward DL status changes from “Released” to
“Draft”.
If changes are made to the Ward DL, those cannot be used in the drug library file Maker as long as
the Ward DL has not been released.
A green mark placed on a drug name in the left frame highlights that the drug has been modified
according to the last released Ward DL version.

The green mark disappears as soon as the Ward DL is released.
Note: If changes have been made but not saved, the dialog Unsaved Changes appears on leaving the
active page. If you click Discard Changes & Proceed, your changes will be lost.
Click Save Changes & Proceed to validate your changes.
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ÎÎ
ÎÎ
ÎÎ

12.4.3

Click Ward DL > Drug Data.
Click Release DL.
The dialog Status Information appears.
Click Confirm.
The Ward DrugList data can be used to create a drug library file with the drug library file Maker.

Define drugs for the Ward DrugList
ÎÎ

Click Ward DL > Drug Data.

Define a drug
CAUTION! Default therapy is a permanent setting!
Enter all drug details in the section Drug Info.
Fill in the section Concentration.
ÎÎ Click + or - to add or delete a drug concentration.
ÎÎ Set the therapy settings in all four tabs of the section Therapy Settings.
Note: The Basic settings are applied to all therapy settings (they are all optional).
ÎÎ
ÎÎ

ÎÎ

Click Save Drug.
The drug is listed under the respective categories on the left-hand side.

Delete a drug
Click a drug in the list on the left.
ÎÎ Click Delete Drug.
ÎÎ

Add a profile
99 Patient profiles have been defined and checkboxes checked in the Master DrugList.
ÎÎ Click + at the top right-hand side in the section Therapy Settings to add a profile.
The dialog Add Profile appears.
ÎÎ Choose a patient profile (defined in Master DrugList) from the drop-down menu Create.
ÎÎ Start with an empty profile by clicking Copy values from “Default”.
or
Copy the values from another profile by clicking copyvalues from “Standard Profile” and adapt them.
ÎÎ Click Accept.
This profile can be selected from the drop-down menu at the top of the section Therapy Settings.
Delete a profile
Note: You cannot delete the standard profile.
ÎÎ

12.4.4

Click - to delete a profile.

Create a report for the care unit drug list
ÎÎ

Click on Care Unit Drug Library > Report
The Care Unit Drug Library report can be created in pdf or xls format.
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12.5

Create a DrugLibrary upload file
CAUTION! The user is responsible for the correct drug library upload.
		

The user is responsible for the update of SpaceCom to the correct version. Therefore, a printout and a confirmation are recommended. In case of an update via USB-Stick a manually generated update protocol is recommended.
Update only S paceCom according to the ward information in the Drug library.
Verify that all SpaceCom have received the upload file.

CAUTION! The person responsible for the update can generate a report showing which SpaceComs and
pumps have been the successfully updated and which not. Review the success of the update
process. Monitor uploads in adequate intervals by checking the DrugLibraries of the pumps.
Check status of the S paceCom.
Note: Only Ward DLs that refer to the same MDL version can be added together in one drug library file.
99
99
ÎÎ

12.5.1

ÎÎ

ÎÎ

ÎÎ
ÎÎ

Enter a file name and click Save File.
The new drug library file appears in the section drug library files and can be found in the Upload
Manager.
Select a drug library file from the drug library files list.
Click Export to File.
Export a drug library file, e.g. to the desktop.

Delete a drug library file
ÎÎ
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Click New drug library file.
Select DrugLists from the list Released DrugLists and import them by drag and drop to the section
below Filename.

Export to File
ÎÎ

12.5.3

Click drug library file Maker - Start.
The Library File Maker appears.

Create a drug library file
ÎÎ

12.5.2

User has the “DLM: drug library file Maker” permission.
At least one existing Ward DrugList in status RELEASED.

Select a drug library file from the drug library files list and click -.
The drug library file is deleted.

Device Manager

13

Device Manager
99

Logged in with Device Manager permissions.

Purpose
The Device Manager consists of a Status Overview Table showing all connected devices and the
Configuration Manager which is used to create and edit configuration files.



CAUTION! The Device manager should only be used by trained medical engineers or B. Braun maintenance
staff.
CAUTION! Before uploading a changed modification and / or disposable dataset verify the settings at one
single pump.
CAUTION! Verify that all intended pumps have received the modification and/or disposable dataset after
upload!
CAUTION! In case of importing configuration data from external source, all imported values must be
checked.

13.1

Overview

13.1.1

Tab Welcome

13.1.2

Status Overview
ÎÎ

Click Status Overview
The window Device Manager-OnlineView appears. A table of all connected devices is displayed.
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Button

Purpose

Delete

Delete selected device

Edit

Edit selected device

Export

Export list of devices

Import

Import list of devices

Drop down

Select a Preset to configure the table‘s contents
Choose Preset to configure
Switch Column Filters On/Off
Filter Data by Location
Refresh Table Contents
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13.2

Configuration Manager
ÎÎ

Click Configuration Manager
The window Configuration Manager: configuration file List appears.

Button

Purpose

Create

Create new configuration file

Delete

Delete selected configuration file

Clone

Clone selected configuration file

Edit

Edit selected configuration file

Release

Release selected configuration file

Import

Import configuration file

Export

Export configuration file
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13.3

Modification Data

13.3.1

Create configuration file
ÎÎ

Click the button Create.
The window Create New Configuration appears.

ÎÎ

Enter a Configuration name.
Select a Device Type.
Select a Software revision.
Click the button Confirm.
The window Configuration Manager: Configuration Editor appears.

ÎÎ
ÎÎ
ÎÎ

13.3.2

Edit configuration file
ÎÎ

13.3.3

Click the button Edit.
The window Configuration Manager: Configuration Editor appears.

Tab Modification Data
Get an overview of the Modification Data

ÎÎ
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Click on its name to get information about a particular entry.
Adopted area drops down.

Device Manager

Drop Down

Purpose

Ward
identification

Set a ward identification number or enter a DataLock PIN

Rates

Set minimal and maximal Basal, Bolus or Bolus Default rates

KVO

Set key value rates for rates, time limits and Alarms

Edit

Edit selected configuration file (see below “14.2 Modification Data”)

Other

Control different basic functions like Bolus mode, Start-up or special functions

Status

Define the details shown in the status window, like total or intermediate
volume, drug information and others

Options

Enable or disable functions like display contrast or pressure level

Infusomat

Enable, disable and control details of the occluguard function

Time

Specify options about time format, date format and enter default settings for
standby times

Alarms

Control Alarm settings for a specific configuration file

Display

Define settings for Display and information shown on the display like display
contrast or list of drugs

Service

Set or disable a maintenance interval for the battery

Therapy

Define Status details for PCA Therapy

Barcode

Specify details for barcode scanning, reading and usage

ÎÎ

13.3.4

Click Save.
The window Save appears. After saving the modificated data appears in your list.

Tab Disposable Data

In the Disposable Table you can enable or disable disposables that are accepted for the specific
configuration file.
ÎÎ

13.4

Click Save.
The window Save appears and you must enter the password to confirm.

Release configuration file
ÎÎ
ÎÎ

Click the button Release.
Enter the password to confirm.
The status changes from DRAFT to RELEASE.
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Upload Manager

14

Upload Manager
99

User has the “ULM: Start” permission.

Purpose
The Upload Manager is a server application to load update files like DrugLibraries, Modification Data,
Syringe/Line Tables or Software Update files online to Space pumps or S paceComs. The update files
were generated by other B. Braun applications and are secured by mechanism like CRC-Checksums.
 The Upload Manager is used by trained clinical or B. Braun maintenance staff.
 The Upload Manager contains the upload preparation, a release process for the upload compilation and
the upload execution. The trusted files are transferred over the clinical IT network to SpaceCom and
are distributed from SpaceCom to the Space pumps. The update of the devices is executed under the
device control and will be not influenced by the Upload Manager.
 The Upload Manager controls the distribution of trusted update files to selected devices.


14.1

Overview

14.1.1

Tab Welcome
The Welcome Tab shows an overview of all available Upload Manager applications.
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Menu

Purpose

DrugLibrary
Upload Manager

Upload drug library files to devices.

Configuration
Upload Manager

Upload configuration files to the devices.

Software
Upload Manager

Upload software to the devices

Upload Manager

14.2

Drug Library Upload Manager
CAUTION! Check that correct Care Units exist in the drug library file prior to sending file to pumps.
Use DL upload report to verify that all intended devices received the upload.
Insure processes are in place to power cycle pumps so new drug library file is activated
after download of new file.
99
99
99

14.2.1

User has the “ULM: Create Upload” and “ULM: Upload drug library file” permissions.
Drug library files have been created in the Drug Library Manager.
Select Drug Library Upload Manager on Tab Welcome.

Drug Library Web Upload - Drug Library Upload Job Overview
The Drug Library Upload Job Overview provides an overview of all Drug Library Upload Jobs (OnlineSuite to
Pump) and Drug Library Download Jobs (Pump to OnlineSuite) available in the OnlineSuite.

Menu

Purpose

New Upload

Create a new drug library upload job

New USB Upload

Create a new USB drug library upload file (see 14.2.3)
Start Upload Job
Stop Upload Job
Show Upload Job Details
Archive Upload Job
Delete Upload Job
Download Drug Library File and save locally
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Upload Manager
14.2.1.1

Create a new Drug Library Web Upload Job
99

Select button ‘New Upload’ on Drug Library Upload Job Overview page.

The Upload Manager Wizard ‘File Selection’ provides a list of available Drug Library Files for Upload.
Please select a Drug Library File for upload and press ‘Next’ button to move to Device Selection.

Menu

Purpose

Import

Import a Drug Library File from external source

Next

Switch to next step Device Selection
Archive a Drug Library File
Delete a Drug Library File from archive

14.2.1.2

Assign Devices to a new Drug Library Upload Job
The Upload Manager Wizard step ‘Device Selection’ provides a list of connected devices available in
the OnlineSuite. Please activate the checkboxes of the respective devices the Drug Library File shall be
uploaded to.
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Upload Manager

14.2.1.3

Menu

Purpose

Next

Switch to next step Restrictions

Back

Switch to previous step

Define Upload Restrictions
The Upload Manager Wizard step ‘Restrictions’ provides the option the exclude devices from an Upload
Job. Devices can be excluded per selecting a device serial no. or selecting a device Care Unit ID.
The Care Unit ID can be assigned to devices by via the HiBaSeD service tool.
Upload Restrictions can be saved in the OnlineSuite. Please enter a restriction name and apply the save
button.

Menu

Purpose

Next

Switch to next step Summary

Back

Switch to previous step
Save device to restrictions list
Delete device from restrictions list

Save

Save the current restrictions list for re-use
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Upload Manager
14.2.1.4

Start Distribution of Drug Library File
The Upload Manager Wizard step ‘Summary’ provides an overview of the created upload job. By entering the
password and apply the button ‘Start Distribution’ the distribution of the drug library file will be started.

14.2.1.5

Menu

Purpose

Start Distribution

Start of Drug Library File distribution

Save

Save the upload job for later distribution

Back

Switch to previous step

Upload Overview
The Upload Overview provides the current status and progress of an Upload Job.

Distribution Status:
The Distribution Status shows the progress of updated pumps assigned to an Upload Job:
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Menu

Purpose

Completed

Amount of pumps which have updated successfully

Received

Amount of SpaceCom / WiFi Battery which have updated successfully

Not Received

Amount of SpaceCom which have not received the Upload file

Upload Manager
Distribution Status Detail:
The Distribution Status Detail Table provides a detailed list of updated devices assigned to an upload job.

14.2.2

Menu

Purpose

Export

Export the Distribution Status Detail list

Drug Library USB Upload - Drug Library Upload Job Overview
CAUTION! File Upload via USB-Stick to a SpaceCom.
In case of file upload to a SpaceCom the blink code of the status LED‘s of the SpaceCom should be observed.
Red LED is flashing (1Hz):
–– The file upload to the SpaceCom was successful. The USB-Stick can be disconnected.
 Red LED is on permanently:
–– The file upload to the SpaceCom was not successful. The USB-Stick can be disconnected.
Please be aware that the file could be corrupted and was not deleted from USB-Stick.


14.2.2.1

Create a new Drug Library USB Upload
Select the button ‘New USB Upload’ on Drug Library Upload Job Overview page. The Upload Manager
Wizard ‘File Selection’ provides a list of available Drug Library Files for Upload. Please select a Drug Library
File for upload and press ‘Next’ button to move to Device Selection.
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Upload Manager
14.2.2.2

Define Upload Restrictions
The Upload Manager Wizard step ‘Restrictions’ provides the option the exclude devices from an Upload
Job. Devices can be excluded per selecting a device serial no. or selecting a device Care Unit ID.
The Care Unit ID can be assigned to devices by via the HiBaSeD service tool.
Upload Restrictions can be saved in the OnlineSuite. Please enter a restriction name and apply the save button.

Menu

Purpose

Next

Switch to next step Summary

Back

Switch to previous step
Save device to restrictions list
Delete device from restrictions list

Save

14.2.2.3

Save the current restrictions list for re-use

Save USB Upload File locally
The Upload Manager Wizard step ‘Summary’ provides an overview of the created USB upload job.
Please apply ‘Continue Upload’ to create the USB Upload file.
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Upload Manager

14.3

Menu

Purpose

Back

Switch to previous step

Continue Upload

Create the USB Upload File

Configuration Upload Manager
99
99
99

User has the “ULM: Create Upload” and “ULM: Upload drug library file” permissions.
Configuration files have been created in the Configuration Manager.
Select Configuration Upload Manager on Tab Welcome

CAUTION!
Any configuration file should be checked for the validity at a single pump before it is being distributed to
multiple pumps. Additionally, during the update process please ensure that: 		
a) the affected SpaceStations and/or Space pumps are not disconnected from power supply and
b) the Space pumps are not removed from the SpaceStation.
In these cases the Space pumps and/or SpaceStations can be damaged irreversibly! A backup pump should
be held available in case the upload is not successful.
CAUTION!
Please be aware, that the activation of new configuration data at the pump will take several minutes. The
pump will indicate the activation process by flashing status LEDs. Once the activation process has been
started, it can not be interrupted by the operator. Please consider the unavailability of the pump for therapeutic use during the activation process. This needs to be reflected in your risk analysis acc. to IEC 80001
(Application of risk management for IT-networks incorporating medical devices).
CAUTION!
During the activation of new configuration data, the pumps must not be switched on, removed from the
system and/or disconnected from power mains. The Upload process takes approximately 3 minutes for
each pump in the system.
14.3.1

Configuration File Web Upload – Configuration File Upload Job Overview
The Configuration File Upload Job Overview provides an overview of all Configuration File Upload Jobs
(OnlineSuite to Pump) and Configuration File Download Jobs (Pump to OnlineSuite) available in the
OnlineSuite.
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Upload Manager

Menu

Purpose

New Upload

Create a new configuration file upload job
Start Upload Job
Stop Upload Job
Show Upload Job Details
Archive Upload Job
Delete Upload Job
Download Drug Library File from Pump and save locally

14.3.1.1

Create a new Configuration File Web Upload Job
99

Select button ‘New Upload’ on Configuration File Upload Job Overview page.

The Upload Manager Wizard ‘File Selection’ provides a list of available Configuration Files for Upload.
Please select a Configuration File for upload and press ‘Next’ button to move to Device Selection.

Menu

Purpose

Import

Import a Configuration File from external source

Next

Switch to next step Device Selection
Archive a Configuration File
Delete a Configuration File from archive

14.3.1.2

Assign Devices to a new Configuration File Upload Job
The Upload Manager Wizard step ‘Device Selection’ provides a list of connected devices available in
the OnlineSuite. Please activate the checkboxes of the respective devices the Configuration File shall be
uploaded to.
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14.3.1.3

Menu

Purpose

Next

Move to the next step, “Restrictions”

Back

Switch to previous step File Selection

Configuration Upload Restrictions
The Configuration Upload Restriction Page shows the included pums which will receive the configuration
file. It is possible to remove single pumps from configuration upload by deleting the devices out of the list.
Menu

Purpose
Delete pump from upload list

14.3.1.4

Next

Switch to Upload Summary

Back

Switch to Device Selection

Start Distribution of Configuration File
The Upload Manager Wizard step ‘Summary’ provides an overview of the created upload job. Enter the
password and click on the “Start Distribution” button to start the distribution of the configuration files.

99

Upload Manager

14.3.1.5

Menu

Purpose

Start Distribution

Start of Configuration File distribution

Save

Save the upload job for later distribution

Back

Switch to previous step

Upload Overview
The Upload Overview provides the current status and progress of an Upload Job.
Distribution Status:
The Distribution Status shows the progress of updated pumps assigned to an Upload Job:
Menu

Purpose

Completed

Amount of pumps which have updated successfully

Received

Amount of SpaceCom / WiFi Battery which have updated successfully

Not Received

Amount of SpaceCom which have not received the Upload file

Distribution Status Detail:
The Distribution Status Detail Table provides a detailed list of updated devices assigned to an upload job.
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Menu

Purpose

Export

Export the Distribution Status Detail list

Upload Manager

14.4

Software Upload Manager
CAUTION! Each software file should first be tested for validity on a communication device before
being distributed to other communication devices.
Please also make sure during the update process that
a) the pumps / communication devices affected are not disconnected from the power supply
and/or
b) the affected pumps are not disconnected from the station.
If this happens, the communication devices can be irreparably damaged!
CAUTION! Please note that the activation of new software data on the pumps / communication
devices takes several minutes. The pumps / communication devices indicate that the activation process is in progress through flashing status LEDs and display messages.
Once the activation process has started, the operator cannot interrupt it. Please note that
the communication devices are not available during the activation process of new software
data.
Your risk analysis according to IEC 80001 (Application of risk management for IT-networks
incorporating medical devices) must reflect this.

14.4.1

Software Web Upload – Device Software Upload Overview
“Device Software Upload Overview” provides an overview of all Software File Upload Jobs available in
OnlineSuite (OnlineSuite to Pump / Communication Device).

Menu

Description

New Upload

Create a new upload job for configuration files
Start the upload job
Stop the upload job
Show details of the upload job
Archive the upload job
Delete the upload job
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Upload Manager
14.4.1.1

Create a new Software File Web Upload Job
99

Click on the “New Upload” button on the “Device Software Upload Overview” page.

The Upload Manager File Selection wizard provides a list of software files available for upload. The Import
button allows you to import additional software files to the Device Software Upload Manager. Please
select a configuration file to be uploaded and click on the “Next” button to get to the device selection.

Menu

Description

Import

Import software files from an external sources

Next

Move to the next step, “Device Selection”
Archive a software file
Delete a software file from the archive

14.4.1.2

Assign devices to a new software upload job
The Upload Manager “Device Selection” wizard provides a list of connected devices available in the
OnlineSuite. Check the check boxes of the devices the software file is to be uploaded to.
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14.4.1.3

Menu

Description

Next

Move to the next step, “Summary”

Back

Return to the previous step, “File Selection”

Start distribution of software file
The Upload Manager wizard “Summary” step provides an overview of the upload jobs created. Enter the
password and click on the “Start Distribution” button to start the distribution of the Drug Library files.

14.4.1.4

Menu

Description

Start Distribution

Start distribution of software file

Save

Save the upload job for later distribution

Back

Return to the previous step

Upload Overview
The “Upload Overview” provides an overview of the current status and progress of an upload job.
Distribution Status:
“Distribution Status” shows the progress of the updated devices assigned to an upload task:

Menu

Description

Completed

Number of devices that have been successfully updated

Received

Number of communication devices that have received the file for distribution

Not Received

Number of communication devices that have not yet received the file for distribution
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Upload Manager
Distribution Status Detail:
The “Distribution Status Detail” table displays the details of the updated devices that were assigned an
upload task.

Menu

Description

Export

Export “Distribution Status Detail” list

Additional information about the “Device Status” column:
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Menu

Description

Completed

The upload to the device has been successfully completed.

Updating

The device update process is in progress.

Waiting
(ComDevice is offline)

The device is not currently connected to the network. As soon as a
connection can be established, the upload process starts automatically

Waiting (upload initiated)

The upload to the device has been initiated

Pending

The upload to the device is still pending since the device, e.g., is currently
active. Please note the corresponding additional information in the respective status message.

Unknown

There is no status information available for the device yet.

Error

The upload to the device could not be successfully completed. Please note
the corresponding additional information in the respective status message.

Upload Manager

14.5

Upload a drug library file via USB-CAN cable
It is also possible to upload a drug library file to a pump or pumps in a SpaceStation from an OnlineSuite
stand-alone computer via an USB-CAN box (the computer can always be connected only with one single
SpaceStation or pump per upload). No license is required for this procedure.
CAUTION! Simultaneous operation of the SpaceCom via USB-CAN box, PCS-USB and another connection (LAN / WLAN) to an OnlineSuite server is not allowed.
CAUTION! Simultaneous operation of other applications (e.g. HiBaSeD) and OnlineSuite CAN update is
not possible.
Note: Upon performing a “Service Installation”, the following structure is automatically created in Master
Data Management: Ward “Default Ward” > room “Default Room” > bed “Default Bed” > S paceCom
“SpaceCom” in 127.0.0.1 (local).
99
99

USB-CAN box incl. system driver have been successfully installed and are operational.
“Service Installation” of OnlineSuite has been completed successfully (Server, Datenbank and PCS-USB)
and OnlineSuite is operational.

One-time setup
CAUTION! The endless process can cause unintended upload of DrugLibraries.
ÎÎ
ÎÎ
ÎÎ
ÎÎ
ÎÎ

Connect the devices with a USB-CAN cable.
Start PCS-USB as administrator (right-click on “PCS_USB” desktop-icon; “Run as administrator”).
In Master Data Management Default Ward, Default Room, Default Bed, SpaceCom, deselect Comfort
Cover (recommanded) or enter correct number of stations.
Click Connect.
Make sure that the PCS-USB has been successfully connected to the server.

Note: The upload is an endless process that always runs at the time when the OnlineSuite server and the
PCS-USB are started.
It is thus possible to start an upload on the OnlineSuite server and to insert new pumps in the
SpaceStation system or connect another pump directly with the cable after the pumps performed a
successful upload, so that the upload of the pumps starts automatically.
This is also possible after booting the stand-alone computer and finally starting the PCS-USB.
Normal CAN upload
Connect the devices with USB-CAN cable.
ÎÎ Start PCS-USB.
ÎÎ Perform DrugLibrary upload.
ÎÎ
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DoseTrac Space

15

DoseTrac Space
CAUTION! The DoseTrac report does not generate any data allowing a direct therapy decision based
on this information only. A medical diagnosis by a physician or Medical Doctor as usual is
required in any case.
Purpose
DoseTrac Space Reporting is a server application for creating reports that can be displayed or exported
in PDF and CSV formats. All data that can be requested from the infusion pumps is saved in the
OnlineSuite database. These data can be processed for specific table or chart reports.
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DoseTrac Space

15.1

Overview

15.1.1

DoseTrac

Section Filter Settings
Allows you to define report settings.
Menu

Purpose

My Reports
(drop-down menu)

List of reports saved.

Report
(drop-down menu)

Choose report object (Total Operation Hour of Device, Hard Limit Alert, Drug
Rate Dosage, Dose Guard Alert, Infusion started, Drug Usage Quantity).

Date

Set time limit (last 1h, last 8h, last 24h, last complete day, last complete week,
last complete month).

Ward

Select one or more ward.

Patient ID

Enter patient ID.

Room

If only one ward is selected under Main settings, a room can be selected here.
Otherwise automatically set to All.

Bed ID

If only one room is selected, a bed can be selected here. Otherwise automatically set to All.
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DoseTrac Space

Menu

Purpose

Category /Drug

Select drug category or drug.

Patient Type

Enter patient profile.

Therapy
(drop-down menu)

All, Continuous, Ramp/Taper, Program Mode, PiggyBack, PCA, TCI, SGC,
Multi Dose, Dose over Time, etc.

Device
(drop-down menu)

All, Perfusor, Infusomat.

Button Reset

Reset filter settings.

Button
Save Settings

Open the dialog Save Settings to save the report settings in My DoseTrac.

Button Create

Create a report.

Section Report
Allows you to view the report in table or chart form.
Menu

Purpose

Tab Table

Display report in table form.

Tab Chart

Display report in chart form.

Button
Export Report

Open the dialog Export Report to export a report in PDF or CSV format.

Button Preview

Preview the report in PDF format.

Stores your report settings and allows you to load them to DoseTrac.
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Menu

Purpose

My Reports

List of reports generated by a user.

Button
Delete Report

Delete a report.

Button
New Report

Open the window DoseTrac to create a new report.

Button
Load Report

Load presettings in DoseTrac to create a new report.

DoseTrac Space
15.1.2

My DoseTrac

Stores your report settings and allows you to load them to DoseTrac.

15.2

Menu

Purpose

My Reports

List of reports generated by a user

Button
Delete Report

Delete a report.

Button
New Report

Open the window DoseTrac to create a new report.

Button
Load Report

Load presettings in DoseTrac to create a new report.

Create and store reports with DoseTrac
User has the “DTR: Start” and “DTR: My DoseTrac” permissions.
CAUTION! Always check the printouts and exports for plausibility before further therapeutic use.

99

ÎÎ

15.2.1

Create a report
ÎÎ
ÎÎ
ÎÎ

15.2.2

Set your report criteria in the section Filter Settings. If needed, click Reset to clear all input fields.
Choose the report form by clicking the tab Table or Chart.
Click Create.
The report is displayed in the chosen form.

Get a report preview
ÎÎ
ÎÎ

15.2.3

Click DoseTrac.
The tab DoseTrac appears.

Create a report.
Click Preview.
The report preview appears in a new tab of the Internet browser in PDF format.

Export a report
ÎÎ
ÎÎ

Click Export Report.
The dialog Export Report appears.
Name the report, select the PDF or CSV format, and Export Report.
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15.3

Load stored report profiles from My DoseTrac
99
ÎÎ

15.3.1

Store a report
ÎÎ
ÎÎ
ÎÎ

15.3.2

ÎÎ

ÎÎ
ÎÎ
ÎÎ
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Click New Report.
The tab DoseTrac appears.
Set your report criteria in the section Filter Settings. If needed, click Reset to clear all input fields.
Choose the report form by clicking the tab Table or Chart.
Click Create.
The report is displayed in the chosen form.

Delete a report
ÎÎ

16

Select a report in My Reports and click Load Report.
The tab DoseTrac appears and the selected report settings are loaded in the section Filter Settings.
Click Create.

Create a new report
ÎÎ

15.3.4

Create a report in the tab DoseTrac (See 15.2.1 Create a report on page 109).
Click Save Settings to store the report.
The dialog Save Settings appears.
Enter a report name and click Save.
The settings are saved in My DoseTrac and can be loaded anytime to generate the report again.

Load a report
ÎÎ

15.3.3

Reports have been created and settings saved in the tab DoseTrac.
Click DoseTrac > My DoseTrac.
The tab My DoseTrac appears.

Select a report in My Reports and click Delete Report.

Software Package and Single Licences
Product

Article Code

B. Braun OnlineSuite

876100

Licences

Article Code

OnlineSuite OneView Licence

876103

OnlineSuite Upload Manager .USB Licence

876104

OnlineSuite Upload Manager .Web Licence

876105

OnlineSuite DoseTrac Licence

876106

OnlineSuite Device Manager Licence

876108
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